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In this master’s thesis, the effect of bending the ground plane of a mobile device on
antenna performance is studied using computer simulations and equivalent circuit
models. The purpose of the analysis is to identify the changes that can occur when
bending the device, and to improve the understanding of the physical reason for these
changes.
The results that have been obtained in this work show that when the ground plane
of a capacitive coupling element type mobile terminal antenna structure is bent, the
characteristic wavemodes of the ground plane experience both resistive and reactive
changes, as well as changes in the coupling between the non-radiating antenna ele-
ment and individual wavemodes.
It is possible to utilise the results of this master’s thesis for the design of antenna
structures for novel mobile devices with varying degrees of flexibility. In some ap-
plications, it may be so that both the ground plane and the antenna element are
bendable.
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Tässä diplomityössä tutkitaan, miten mobiililaitteen rungon taivuttaminen vaikut-
taa laitteessa käytettävän antennin suorituskykyyn. Analyysin tarkoituksena on
tunnistaa erilaiset muutokset, joita taivuttaminen saattaa aiheuttaa antennin toi-
mintaan, sekä lisätä ymmärrystä muutosten fysikaalisista syistä.
Työssä saadut tulokset osoittavat, että taivutettaessa kapasitiivisen kytkentäele-
menttirakenteen runkoa, rungon ominaisaaltomuodot kokevat resistiivisiä ja reak-
tiivisia muutoksia sekä muutoksia antennielementin ja ominaisaaltomuotojen
välisessä kytkeytymisessä. Kyseisessä antennirakenteessa antennielementti on ei-
säteilevä.
Diplomityön tuloksia voidaan hyödyntää suunniteltaessa antenniratkaisuja uuden-
laisiin taivuteltaviin mobiililaitteisiin. Sovelluksesta riippuen sekä laitteen runko
että antennielementti voivat olla taivuteltavissa.
Avainsanat: hyvyysluku, käyttäjän vaikutus, pienet antennit, rungon aalto-
muodot, taivutus, vastinpiiri
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1. Introduction
During the last 20 years, mobile terminals have undergone significant development
in terms of size, features as well as number of supported radio systems. In some es-
timates it has been presented that the number of different antennas within a mobile
terminal might even exceed 20 [1]. The different radio systems and their operating
bands that the antennas would have to cover are shown in Table 1.1. (The table
is gathered based on the specifications of the state-of-the-art Nokia Lumia 920 de-
vice [2].) The increasing number of radio systems has also been a driving force for
antenna design in mobile terminals, as more and more antennas need to be placed
within the limited space of a mobile terminal. With an increasing number of anten-
nas, internal antenna elements have more or less replaced external helical or whip
antennas (streamlined mobile terminal instead of a porcupine).
Typical form factors for mobile devices have been candy bar or clamshell type, with
possibly some slider functionality implemented. The increasing use of mobile ter-
minals for web browsing and related functionalities has (despite a general desire for
more slim-lined and smaller devices) resulted in an increase in overall device and dis-
play size. As the mobile devices become ”smarter”, new services and ways of use such
as video streaming, navigation, cloud services and other applications have emerged.
These applications require data transfer, either over the internet or through a par-
ticular radio system. This need for higher data rates can be satisfied by using more
antennas and frequencies, or possibly multi-antenna techniques such as MIMO (Mul-
tiple Input Multiple Output).
The increased overall volume of the device means that in principle, the space avail-
able for a single antenna is larger. However, the increasing number of antennas due
to, e.g., MIMO means that the space is also consumed by more antennas. When de-
signing a mobile device, the different antennas should be placed so that they work
well enough within the vicinity of not only other antennas but also that of the user.
Eventually, as the distance between individual antennas decreases, problems such as
poor electromagnetic isolation can be observed.
When a mobile device is in close proximity to the tissues of the user, the perfor-
mance of the antenna changes from that in free space. Factors such as impedance
Introduction
Table 1.1. Frequency specifications of some important radio systems used in the Nokia Lumia 920
mobile device [2].
System UL DL CF Rel. BW
[MHz] [MHz] [MHz] [%]
Bluetooth 2400–2483.5 2400–2483.5 2441.75 3.42
GPS N/A 1 1575.42 1575.42 0.13
GSM 850 824–849 869–894 859 8.15
GSM 900 880–915 935–960 925 7.61
GSM 1800 1710–1785 1805–1880 1795 7.80
GSM 1900 1850–1910 1930–1990 1920 7.29
LTE 700 (lower) 698–716 728–746 722 6.65
LTE 700 (upper) 777–787 746–756 766.5 5.35
LTE 800 830–840 875–885 857.5 6.41
LTE 850 824–849 869–894 859 8.15
LTE 900 880–915 925–960 925 7.61
LTE 1700 1749.9–1784.9 1844.9–1879.9 1814.9 7.16
LTE 1800 1710–1785 1805–1880 1795 7.80
LTE 1900 1850–1910 1930–1990 1920 7.29
LTE 2100 1920–1980 2110–2170 2045 12.22
LTE 2600 2500–2570 2620–2690 2595 7.32
NFC 13.562 13.562 13.56 0.1
Qi N/A3 N/A3 0.2 N/A3
WCDMA band V 824–849 869–894 859 8.15
WCDMA band VIII 880–915 925–960 925 7.61
WCDMA band IV 1710–1755 2110–2155 N/A4 N/A4
WCDMA band II 1850–1910 1930–1990 1920 7.29
WCDMA band I 1920–1980 2110–2170 2045 12.22
WLAN 802.11a 5 GHz band 5 GHz band N/A5 N/A5
WLAN 802.11b 2.4 GHz band 2.4 GHz band N/A5 N/A5
WLAN 802.11g 2.4 GHz band 2.4 GHz band N/A5 N/A5
WLAN 802.11n 2.4/5 GHz bands 2.4/5 GHz bands N/A5 N/A5
1) This radio system is intended for reception only.
2) This radio system can be used, e.g., for short range communications with passive tags or between smartphones.
3) Access to information regarding this radio system is limited.
4) Covering the UL and DL bands with a single antenna is impractical due to their large separation.
5) The WLAN bands are separated into several partially overlapping channels with varying bandwidth.
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mismatching and absorption of the power into the hand or other body parts can cause
significant deterioration in the performance of the antenna [3–8]. These changes in
performance should be taken into account during the design process of the antenna,
so that the device will still work despite being close to the hand or other parts of the
user [9–11]. Wearable GPS antennas are an example of a case in which the antenna
structure is bent around the body of the user. Their performance and the changes
caused by the presence of the user have been studied in, e.g., [12,13]. However, wear-
able antennas have a fundamental difference compared to bendable mobile devices
because the antenna can be made larger to overcome the possible detrimental effects
of the bending. In mobile devices, this approach may not be suitable because of the
limited space.
Even though clamshell-type mobile phones cannot be bent or moulded in an arbi-
trary fashion, the opening and closing of the cover may have a significant change on
the impedance and impedance bandwidth properties of the antenna of a clamshell
phone [14, 15]. The antenna has to work reasonably well in both open and closed
states, which means that inevitably some compromises have to be made. With bend-
able or otherwise highly flexible devices, the need for compromises becomes even
more apparent as the device should work in a multitude of positions – up to a point
in which an intended operating position may not even exist.
Mobile phone manufacturers have proposed different concepts for future flexible
or mouldable mobile devices, such as the Morph, Twist and 888 concepts by Nokia
[16–18]. In these concepts (illustrated in Fig. 1.1), virtually the whole device can be
bent in different ways and into different shapes, thus presenting new challenges for
the design. Some commercial designs such as wrist phones have been available, but
these (like also the famous 2-way wrist radio of comic figure Dick Tracy) only have a
flexible wrist band which does not house the antennas.
a) b) c)
Fig. 1.1. Possible designs for future mobile terminals: a) Nokia Morph, b) Nokia Twist, and c) Nokia
888 concepts [16–18].
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Ideas such as the Morph concept are a part of the branch of flexible electronics,
which can offer numerous advantages compared to more conventional designs. There-
fore, it has been subject of increasing research interest, e.g., [19,20] are both devoted
entirely to flexible electronics technology. Flexible designs, such as antennas that
can be rolled up when not in use, or RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tags that
conform to the shape of the object it is attached to are examples of future designs
enabled by technological advances [21].
For mobile applications, such as mobile phones, increasing device flexibility makes
partly or fully flexible displays an interesting future possibility. Depending on the
scale of flexibility, different types of displays can be identified. In [22], flexible dis-
plays are separated into three categories: curved or conformed, mildly flexible and
fully flexible. Fully flexible displays are comparable to paper or cloth, mildly flexible
ones do not tolerate, e.g., rolling, and curved ones are not flexed at all during use.
The main focus of this thesis is on curved or conformed designs.
In this master’s thesis the bending applied to the ground plane is a special case of
a concept that could be described with the major term ”mouldable”. This term can be
used to describe any modifications that can be performed on the device, including a
case of ground plane bending shown in Fig. 1.2. The possible means of changing the
shape of the ground plane depend in part on the size and form factor of the device,
but they can include, e.g., folding, bending or rolling. Additionally, the concept of
Mouldable Mobile Device (MMD) can be used to describe any such devices that can
be handled in any of the aforementioned ways.
bendable
ground
plane
antenna
element
Fig. 1.2. Ground plane bending, one of the possible modifications on the shape of a mobile device. The
antenna element is stationary.
The effect of the device bending on the antenna performance is studied in this mas-
ter’s thesis by means of computer simulations, measurements and equivalent circuit
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models. In order to see the effects caused by the bending, a couple of simple antenna
prototypes were manufactured. These same structures were also studied using com-
mercial EM (electromagnetic) and circuit simulation software to verify the obtained
measurement results, but also to determine the suitability of the different computa-
tional algorithms (on which the software are based) on the study of conformal designs.
One significant aspect of accurate, reliable and (sufficiently) fast simulation software
is that they reduce the number of necessary trial-and-error type prototyping rounds
considerably. The use of the equivalent circuit model can provide an improved under-
standing of the physical reasons behind the different effects of the bending.
This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents some general theory on mo-
bile terminal antennas, their design and other relevant concepts. The validation pro-
cess of the different software, the different quantities used to study the performance
of the antennas as well as some conceivable problems associated with changing the
ground plane shape are discussed in Chapter 3. The performance of the studied mo-
bile terminal antennas in the different use cases, as well as modelling of the bending
using a resonator-based equivalent circuit is analysed in Chapter 4. Finally, conclu-
sions are given in Chapter 5.
15
2. Mobile terminal antennas and effect of the
user
This chapter discusses some of the fundamentals of mobile terminal antennas and
the effect that the body of the user has on their performance. Antenna properties are
discussed in Section 2.1, important quantities and parameters, such as impedance
bandwidth and antenna efficiency, are presented in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 explains
how mobile terminal antenna structures can be analysed as resonators using an
equivalent circuit. Finally, the concept of the user effect is introduced in Section
2.4.
2.1 Fundamentals of antennas
Antennas are devices that are used to transmit and receive radio waves at particular
frequencies. Due to their reciprocal nature, the same antennas can be employed both
in transmission and reception. However, in some applications it may be necessary to
use antennas that are designed only for transmission or reception. These applications
include, e.g., FM radio, GPS (Global Positioning System) or DVB-H (Digital Video
Broadcasting - Handheld). If an antenna is only receiving, then issues such as signal
distortion (caused by, e.g., semiconductors) in the transmitter need not be taken into
account.
An antenna radiates an electromagnetic field to its surroundings, and based on its
properties, the field can be divided into three separate zones: reactive near field, ra-
diative near field, and far field [23]. In the region closest to the antenna, the reactive
near field, the non-radiating field components dominate, there is no distinct radiation
pattern, and any obstacles located in the region affect the radiation. Electromagnetic
energy (both electric and magnetic) is stored into the reactive near field. In the radia-
tive near field or Fresnel zone, radiating field components dominate and obstacles do
not have a clear impact on the radiation. The radiation pattern in the Fresnel zone
is still distance-dependent.
When transiting from the Fresnel zone to the far field or Fraunhofer zone, the ra-
diation pattern approaches asymptotically the far-field directional pattern which de-
pends only on direction, not distance. For large antennas, the near field – far field
16
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boundary is at a distance of r1 = 2D
2/λ, in which D is the largest dimension of the
antenna. In the case of electrically small antennas (such as mobile terminal anten-
nas), the reactive near field boundary is r = λ/2π. This distance is referred to as
the radianlength, and it represents the transition between the energy stored in the
near field and that radiated in the far field [24]. The exact separation between near
field and far field is a bit ambiguous, as the reactive near field of electrically small
antennas may extend a few wavelengths from the antenna [23]. An illustration of the
radiation regions for an electrically small antenna is given in Fig. 2.1.
Reactive
nearfield
Radiating
near field
Far field
Dr = 2λ/( pi)
Fig. 2.1. Radiation regions of an electrically small antenna. D is the largest dimension of the antenna
and r represents the reactive near field boundary.
2.2 Mobile terminal antennas
The antennas used in current mobile terminals are mainly internal, conformal and
electrically small. Conformality means that the shape of the antenna element con-
forms with the surface of the terminal. An antenna is defined to be electrically small
if it can be confined to a sphere whose diameter is small compared to the wavelength
at the operating frequency [25]. The radius of the sphere is also the same as the above
mentioned far field boundary of electrically small antennas. Among the most impor-
tant requirements for electrically small antennas are sufficient impedance bandwidth
and good enough total efficiency. However, as explained in [26] these requirements
are challenging to fulfil simultaneously. Fig. 2.2 illustrates two typical mobile termi-
nal antenna types, the general properties of which are described in the following.
The fundamental property of a small antenna is that it is in resonance at a certain
frequency, and the antenna can thus be analysed as a resonator. It is possible to de-
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sign two distinct types of small antennas: resonant type structures and non-resonant
type structures that are either self-resonant or non-self-resonant. When an antenna
is of the resonant type, a particular operating frequency is achieved by optimising the
geometry, and the volume occupied by the antenna is used to create the resonance.
An example of resonant type antennas is the Planar Inverted-F Antenna or PIFA
(see Fig. 2.2a), which has been often used in mobile terminals. Other examples in-
clude Inverted-F Antennas (IFA) and Inverted-L Antennas (ILA). In order to achieve
a good radiation performance, self-resonant antennas should have dimensions on the
order of λ/4. Particularly at lower frequencies where the wavelength is longer, this
requirement becomes challenging due to the limited volume available within the mo-
bile terminal.
One solution to overcome the size issue is to use non-resonant type antenna ele-
ments (see Fig. 2.2b), which have been introduced in [27]. In these, the operating
frequency is not determined by the geometry of the antenna element, but instead an
external matching circuit is used to generate the resonance. A more detailed discus-
sion on the mechanism behind obtaining the resonance will be provided later, but
in essence it is a question of countering the excess amount of capacitive (electric)
or inductive (magnetic) energy stored in the near field of the antenna with a circuit
element of opposite type. With a suitable matching circuit (see Fig. 2.2b) it is possi-
ble in theory to match the antenna to any frequency. Capacitive Coupling Elements
(CCEs) are an example of non-self-resonant antenna elements that are mainly used
to couple to the currents of the ground plane wavemodes [27]. Even though the size of
non-resonant type antennas can be made smaller than their resonant-type counter-
parts, it is worth keeping in mind that the size cannot be arbitrarily reduced without
decreasing the performance of the antenna [26].
V
a) b)groundplane
ground plane
antenna element antenna element
feed feed
shorting
pin
matching
circuit
Fig. 2.2. Schematic illustrations of a) PIFA and b) CCE antennas.
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2.2.1 Antenna impedance and impedance matching
In mobile devices, as in many other RF (radio frequency) and microwave applications,
good matching between the antenna and the feeding network is important. Due to the
limited battery capacity of the mobile devices, the importance of the matching further
increases, as power lost due to the improper matching may considerably reduce the
operating time of the device. Mobile terminal antennas are not standalone devices,
but they are part of the transceiver. Other parts of RF electronics, such as input or
output stage amplifiers, may require a particular impedance value or matching level
in order to operate efficiently [28].
The load impedance of an electrically small antenna consists of a resistive (real)
and reactive (imaginary) part
Zant = Rant + Xant, (2.1)
in which the resistive part can be divided into radiation resistance (Rr) and loss resis-
tance (RL). The loss resistance takes into account the losses in the antenna structure.
The radiation resistance is coupled from free space to the terminal of the antenna,
and it does not represent any actual resistance of the antenna (the antenna is seen
by the transmission lines to which it is connected as a resistance) [29]. The reac-
tive part, which is caused by energy stored in the near field of the antenna, may be
separated into capacitive and inductive part, so that Eq. (2.1) can be re-written as
Zant = Rr +RL + ωL+
1
ωC
= Rr +RL + 
(
ωL− 1
ωC
)
, (2.2)
in which L and C are the inductance and capacitance, respectively, and ω = 2πfr is
the angular resonant frequency.
In practice, the impedance of the antenna differs from the characteristic impedance
(Z0) of the transmission line feeding the antenna. In this case, a part of the trans-
mitted power is reflected back from the antenna. The reflection coefficient (ρ) is a
measure of how well the transmission line and the antenna are matched together.
It can be expressed with the help of the antenna impedance and the characteristic
impedance as
ρ =
Zant − Z0
Zant + Z0
. (2.3)
If the reflection coefficient is zero, then the antenna is perfectly matched to the trans-
mission line. In order to reduce the reflections, particularly with non-resonant an-
tennas, an external matching circuit can be employed. It is possible to use either sin-
gle or multi-resonant matching, depending on the needs of a particular application.
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Multi-resonant matching requires the use of several resonators, and the impedance
bandwidth that can be obtained with the matching circuit initially increases with
the number of resonators. However, as discussed in [30], the benefit obtained from
additional resonators saturates quite fast, and five resonators already provides 90
% of the maximum available bandwidth. In practice, matching network complexity,
resonator losses and similar factors limit the feasible number of resonators to two or
three.
It is possible to implement the matching circuit using either distributed or lumped
elements, depending on the target frequency. At lower frequencies, the size of dis-
tributed elements such as stubs implemented with microstrip lines become imprac-
tically large. Lumped elements, such as resistors (R), inductors (L) and capacitors
(C), on the other hand, are suitable at frequencies up to around 2-3 GHz. At higher
frequencies the size of the element begins to approach one wavelength, hence making
the assumption of lumped elements no longer valid. All lumped elements (R, L or C)
have some losses (resistance) that increase as the frequency goes higher. Addition-
ally, the fundamental functionality of the element may change, meaning that beyond
some particular frequency, a capacitor might begin to act as an inductor, for instance.
If the real part of the impedance to be matched is not zero, it is possible to perform
the matching by using a two-element reactive matching circuit (inductors and capac-
itors). Depending on the location of the normalised impedance on the Smith chart, it
can be shown that there are two or four possible matching circuit topologies, as ex-
plained, e.g., in [31]. The different topologies that can be applied within the different
regions are depicted in Fig. 2.3.
2.2.2 Impedance bandwidth and quality factor
An important parameter describing the performance of the antenna is the (relative)
impedance bandwidth. It presents the frequency range within which a certain an-
tenna parameter (such as matching level), is better than some specified value. A
typical matching criterion used for determining the impedance bandwidth of an an-
tenna is, e.g., –6 dB. The relative bandwidth is obtained when the bandwidth is given
with respect to the centre (or operating) frequency. For electrically small antennas,
the bandwidth can be calculated with the help of the unloaded quality factor (Q0) and
a specified matching criterion (S) at the band edge as
BW =
S − 1
Q0
√
S
. (2.4)
It is sometimes useful to compare the bandwidth obtained with a particular match-
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Fig. 2.3. Possible two-element matching circuit topologies (picture taken from [31]).
ing circuit to that which would be available theoretically. The maximum available
bandwidth for an unmatched load is given by the Bode-Fano criterion, in which the
load impedance is matched using an infinite number of ideal lumped matching com-
ponents [34, 35]. This bandwidth cannot be reached in practice, but it provides a
theoretical estimate of the quality of the matching. One corollary of the Bode-Fano
criterion is that the perfect matching (meaning zero reflection) can only be obtained
at single frequencies, not over a certain frequency band.
The ability of a resonator to store electromagnetic energy is taken into account
with the quality factor (Q), which is the other feature of the resonance phenomenon
besides the resonant frequency [36]. It is also a measure of the losses in different
parts of the resonator circuit [31], and it is defined as
Q =
ωrW
PL
, (2.5)
in which ωr = 2πfr is the angular resonant frequency, W is the energy stored in the
resonator and PL is the loss power. Because mobile terminal antennas are electrically
small, they can be analysed using resonator-based models (including the Q).
The electromagnetic energy stored in the near field of the antenna consists of elec-
tric or capacitive energy (We) and magnetic or inductive energy (Wm). Additionally,
the loss power can be divided into radiation losses (Prad) and ohmic losses (Pohmic),
of which the latter is zero for lossless antennas. The Q of Eq. (2.5) can hence be
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expressed as [37]
Q =
ωr(We +Wm)
(Prad + Pohmic)
. (2.6)
The electric and magnetic energies of the previous expression are also connected to
the reactive part of the antenna impedance given in Eq. (2.2). As presented in [37],
the reactance for an input-current defined system can be expressed as
X =
2(Wm −We)
|Ieff |2 . (2.7)
At the resonance, the reactance is zero (meaning We = Wm), so that Eq. (2.6) can be
re-written as
Q =
2ωW
P
. (2.8)
If the electric and magnetic energies stored are not the same (particularly for non-
resonant type antennas), the impedance of the antenna is either capacitive or induc-
tive – depending on which of the energies is larger. As an example, the impedance
of a capacitive coupling element is capacitive (as one might expect from the name).
This means that a suitable inductive circuit element is to be added to the structure
in order to balance the energies and thereby obtain the desired resonance.
For electrically small unmatched antennas, it is possible to determine the Q calcu-
lated from the unmatched impedance data by using the approximate formula [38]
Qz =
ω0
2R0ω0
|Z ′0(ω0)| =
ωr
2R(ωr)
√
[R′(ωr)]
2 +
[
X ′(ωr) +
|X(ωr)|
ωr
]2
, (2.9)
in which R(ωr) and X(ωr) are the input resistance and reactance, respectively, of the
antenna at the resonant angular frequency. The corresponding quantities marked
with primes are the respective frequency derivatives. This formula is also known as
the Yaghjian-Best formula (after the authors of [38]).
The impedance bandwidth is inversely proportional to theQ. However, even though
a smaller Q indicates wider bandwidth, the Q has a fundamental lower limit (known
as the so-called Chu-Harrington limit) [26,39,40]
Qmin =
1
k0r
+
1
(k0r)3
, (2.10)
in which k0 is the wave number in free space and r is the radius of the radiansphere
within which the antenna is enclosed and within which it stores no energy. The Chu-
Harrington limit can be used to estimate the maximum available bandwidth for a
particular size of the antenna. However, it cannot be reached with any realisable
antennas.
The unloaded quality factor Q0 is a measure of the losses of the resonator itself.
These include conductor, dielectric and radiation losses (Qc, Qd and Qr, respectively).
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The losses outside the resonator can be expressed with the help of the external qual-
ity factor Qe. The loaded quality factor QL takes into account the losses of the entire
circuit, and it can be expressed with the help of the unloaded and external quality
factors as follows
1
QL
=
1
Q0
+
1
Qe
=
1
Qr
+
1
Qc
+
1
Qd
+
1
Qe
. (2.11)
If the resonator losses are larger than the external losses (Qe > Q0), the antenna
is said to be undercoupled. If external losses are larger (Qe < Q0), the antenna is
overcoupled. In the case where the losses are equal (Qe = Q0), the antenna is criti-
cally coupled at the resonant frequency. When designing mobile terminal antennas,
some overcoupling is generally desired as it has been shown that the bandwidth can
be maximised by using optimal overcoupling [32]. Additionally, an overcoupled an-
tenna is better with respect to the user effect, because the losses introduced by the
user reduce the size of the loop, thereby decreasing the coupling and improving the
obtained matching. This effect has been discussed, e.g., in [41].
Even though the resonant frequency of the antenna can be observed in the Carte-
sian reflection coefficient curve (|S11|), this plot does not provide complete information
of the matching. In order to see the coupling, the full S11 parameter should be viewed
on the Smith chart. An example of the different coupling cases for a simple CCE
structure is shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Fig. 2.4. Example of critical, over-, and undercoupling for a CCE antenna structure. The grey area
indicates the region where the matching level is –6 dB or better.
The antenna is matched using a two-element matching circuit. As can be seen
from the Cartesian reflection coefficient curves, the broadest impedance bandwidth
is achieved when the antenna is optimally overcoupled. The effect of coupling on the
bandwidth has been discussed, e.g., in [32].
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2.2.3 Bandwidth potential
One useful quantity that can be used to study the impedance behaviour of mobile
terminal and other antenna systems is bandwidth potential. This concept was first
introduced in [27], and it provides a fair means of comparing two different antenna
structures. The bandwidth potential describes the bandwidth that can be obtained
with a particular antenna using a two-element matching circuit in such a way that
the antenna fulfils the desired matching criterion at each frequency [33].
The main benefit of the bandwidth potential is that it enables a quick comparison of
the bandwidth that can be obtained with a particular antenna without having to tune
the antenna to resonate at a given frequency. It works best when the reflection coeffi-
cient is not too large, i.e. when the impedance is not too close to the edge of the Smith
chart [33]. This is due to the fact that the larger the reflection coefficient is, the faster
the impedance seen through the matching circuit will vary, and correspondingly the
resonance that is obtained will be highly narrowband.
2.2.4 Antenna efficiency
Antenna efficiency is an important concept that describes how the antenna is able to
convert the input power into radiation (in transmission) or how it converts received
radiation to, e.g., voltage (in reception) Efficiency is closely connected to the quality
of the matching described earlier. By definition of the IEEE, radiation efficiency
(ηrad) describes the ratio of the power radiated (Prad) by the antenna to the net power
accepted by the antenna (P0) [25]
ηrad =
Prad
P0
. (2.12)
For electrically small antennas, the radiation efficiency can also be expressed with
the help of radiation and loss resistances (Rr and RL, respectively) as follows
ηrad =
Rr
Rr +RL
. (2.13)
Antenna matching is taken into account by the matching efficiency, which is defined
as the ratio of the power accepted by the antenna to the total power available at the
antenna input
ηm =
P0
Pin
. (2.14)
A quantity that takes into account both the matching and radiation efficiency is the
total efficiency, which is defined as the product of the two efficiencies
ηtot = ηradηm. (2.15)
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In the case of one-port structures, such as antennas, it is possible to determine ηm
also based on the reflection coefficient. With only one port, the reflection coefficient
is commonly referred to as ρ = S11, which is one of the so-called scattering or S
parameters commonly used in microwave engineering. The connection between the
matching efficiency and the reflection coefficient is
ηm = 1− |S11|2. (2.16)
This relation is meaningful for both simulations and measurements. In the simula-
tions, one may obtain the ηtot of a non-resonant type antenna by performing the EM
simulation for the unmatched case (yielding ηrad) and matching the antenna with a
circuit simulator (giving ηm). Somewhat depending on the properties of a particular
antenna measurement system, one may obtain at least the input impedance and ηtot
of an antenna structure. These quantities can then be used to determine the ηrad, as
has been performed in [42] for both in free space and in the presence of the user.
2.3 Mobile terminal antenna as a resonator
In mobile terminals, properties such as impedance bandwidth are determined by the
behaviour of both the antenna and the ground plane. As presented in [43], the per-
formance of mobile terminals and other small radio devices (whose dimensions are
smaller than one wavelength) can be studied as the combination of separate antenna
element and ground plane wavemodes. An equivalent circuit, in which the antenna
element and ground plane are modelled as resonators, can be derived for the struc-
ture. The characteristic wavemodes of the ground plane provide an insight into its
radiation properties.
2.3.1 Resonator-based equivalent circuit
The input impedance of the combined antenna element and ground plane structure
can be modelled using an equivalent circuit, an example of which is illustrated in
Fig. 2.5 [44]. The circuit of Fig. 2.5 describes the behaviour of the so-called monopole
mode and k number of ground plane wavemodes (meaning k resonant frequencies)
of a CCE antenna structure. In the circuit, the parallel RLC resonators represent
the ground plane wavemodes, and the series RLC resonator models the antenna
(monopole mode). The name monopole refers to the fact that the impedance be-
haviour of the CCE resembles that of a top-loaded monopole placed on a ground plane
at UHF (Ultra High Frequency), as discussed in, e.g., [45]. As is explained in [43],
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the circuit model approach can be generalised to any antenna, provided that relevant
parameters for the element are known (particularly its radiation quality factor).
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Fig. 2.5. Equivalent circuit for the ground plane and antenna of a mobile terminal (picture modified
from [44]).
With a larger number of resonators, the accuracy and the frequency range at which
the model is valid increases, but so does also the complexity of the circuit. One of
the advantages of the circuit models is that they may provide a more profound un-
derstanding of the physics behind particular antenna behaviours (the components
represent actual physical quantities). A circuit synthesis based approach for mod-
elling the input impedance of a coupling element is also possible, but this approach
would mostly lose the physics behind the phenomena [44].
The element values for the components of the equivalent circuit can be determined
based on the Q and resonant frequency of particular wavemodes. The Q0 of series
and parallel RLC resonator circuits can be expressed as [46]
Q0,ser =
ω0L
R
=
1
ω0RC
(2.17)
for the series resonator, and correspondingly for the parallel resonator
Q0,par = ω0RC =
R
ω0L
. (2.18)
The equivalent circuit model and its individual resonators partly help to explain why
the overall quality factor (Qtot)of the antenna structure has contribution from both
the antenna element (Qel) and the ground plane (Qgp).
In the monopole mode (series RLC resonator in Fig. 2.5), the value of the resistor
is frequency-dependent, and its value is given as [44]
Rmm(f) = R0
(
f
fr,mm
)2
, (2.19)
in which R0 is the input resistance of the monopole mode at the resonant frequency
of this wavemode (fr,mm). The parasitic capacitance Cp shown in the circuit of Fig.
2.5 satisfies the requirement of zero impedance at the feed of the coupling element at
infinite frequency [44].
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Conventionally, theQ0 of the antenna element is determined by placing the element
on top of a very large ground plane (ideally an infinite ground plane), as discussed,
e.g., in [47]. Another method was suggested in [44], in which it is possible to de-
termine the Q of the monopole mode by finding the maximum Q0 through different
ground plane lengths (when the antenna element is positioned at the centre of the
ground plane). In this case, the width of the ground plane has correct dimensions.
With the ground plane length giving the maximum Q0, also referred to as the Qmm,
the radiation is (ideally) due to the antenna element alone, meaning that the ground
plane does not radiate. Once the correct dimensions have been found, the frequency
at which the reactance of this structure is zero is fr,mm, and the value of the resistance
at this frequency gives the Rmm(fmm).
When studying the Q of the ground plane wavemodes, it is important to notice
that, e.g., the calculated Qz takes into account the entire antenna structure, meaning
both the antenna element and the ground plane. For the ground plane wavemodes,
their Q can be calculated numerically using the so-called characteristic wavemode
theory which is discussed more in Section 2.3.2. An example of this kind of analysis
can be found, e.g., in [48], in which the radiation quality factor (Qr) of the first few
resonant wavemodes of a mobile terminal ground plane are studied using a plane
wave excitation (no antenna element or feed).
It is also possible to take into account the effect of the body of the user in the equiva-
lent circuit-based model with suitable additional parasitic components. The parasitic
components cause a change in the resonant frequency and quality factor (separate
components are needed for each wavemode), and they model the lossy dielectric ma-
terial that is placed in the near fields of the wavemodes [49]. By suitably modifying
the equivalent circuit, it is also possible to consider the effect of ground plane bending
on antenna performance. The exact number and type of the additional components
required will become more clear once the effect of the ground plane bending has been
observed. This subject will be discussed further in Section 4.5.
2.3.2 Characteristic wavemodes of the ground plane
As the combination of the antenna and the ground plane of a mobile terminal can
be modelled using a resonator-based model, it is possible to determine the character-
istic wavemodes of the ground plane. The shape of the ground plane is most often
rectangular, but it has been shown in [50] that it is possible to determine character-
istic modes for conducting bodies of arbitrary shape. Mathematically speaking, de-
termining the characteristic wavemodes means solving a particular eigenmode prob-
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lem [51]. Illustrations of some of the shapes of the wavemodes that can be formed on
the ground plane are given, e.g., in [52,53].
When comparing the wavemodes of a real antenna structure (both ground plane and
element) to the illustrations given in the aforementioned articles, some differences
are to be expected, as the illustrations in the articles are for the case without any
antenna element. The first five radiating modes that can be found in a conducting
ground plane are shown in Fig. 2.6. Of the different current modes of Fig. 2.6, Types
1 and 4 are most commonly used with patch-type antenna structures [53].
Type0 Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4
Fig. 2.6. Current modes of a conducting ground plane (picture from [52]). The arrows indicate the
directions in which the currents are flowing in a particular mode.
These wavemodes can be of either resonant or non-resonant type, and they are
characterised by their surface current distributions. The resonant wavemodes (also
referred to as ”ground plane resonances”) are those that contribute to the radiation of
the ground plane, whereas non-resonant modes often have poor radiation properties.
The contribution of the ground plane wavemodes to the overall radiation of the mobile
terminal is important especially at lower frequencies: at, e.g., 900 MHz, the radiation
losses of the antenna element is typically only about 10 % of the total power, while
the rest is due to the ground plane [43]. The fact that the ground plane is the main
radiator at lower frequencies is one of the reasons why self-resonant antennas such
as PIFAs can be replaced by simpler, non-radiating coupling elements.
When bending the ground plane, the different wavemodes may be affected in differ-
ent ways. The behaviour depends most likely on both the direction and shape of the
surface current at a particular wavemode as well as on the direction along which the
ground plane is bent (along major or minor axis, or a suitable combination of these).
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2.4 Effect of the user
As is well-known, the presence of the user in realistic use cases changes the per-
formance of the antenna compared to free space conditions. These changes include
impedance mismatching, changes in efficiency (both radiation and matching effi-
ciency), as well as in the radiation pattern of the antenna. Most of these changes
are detrimental for the operation of the antenna, but also some positive effects have
been reported [54, 55]. In addition to the effect that the user has on the antenna,
the antenna may also affect the user, e.g., by means of power absorption into the
tissues [56].
Mobile devices are seldom used in free space like conditions, making it important
to take into account also the effect of the user in the antenna design. Internal anten-
nas that are very common in today’s devices are often more sensitive to the effect of
the user than external ones [57]. One of the reasons behind this effect is that it is
trivial to avoid touching an external antenna, whereas the exact locations of internal
elements – and thereby the most suitable hand grip – is considerably more challeng-
ing to determine. In general, there are differences in preferred hand grips and slight
anatomical variation between users. This indicates that the effect of the user should
be studied by means of statistical analysis. Statistical studies on the effect of the
user have been performed in, e.g., [58,59].
When a mobile terminal is operated in a realistic use case, parts of the body are
inevitably located in the near field of the antenna, causing part of the transmitted
power to be absorbed into the tissues. This power is then ”lost” from data transmis-
sion point-of-view. An example of the absorption of power into the hand is shown in
Fig. 2.7, from which one can see that the absorption is not constant but it is different
both for different parts of the hand and for different frequencies. When considering
traditional mobile terminals in talk or data modes, in particular the power absorbed
into the head and hand is studied. The power absorbed heats the tissues, and this
is one of the biological effects of radio waves that has been demonstrated [60]. A
measure of the power absorbed in the tissues is SAR (Specific Absorption Rate), and
limits that all devices have to fulfil in order to get a sales permit have been defined.
Knowing the SAR value of the mobile device is especially important in the talk mode,
and for this reason this quantity is omitted from this work.
In addition to power absorption, the presence of human tissue changes the in-
put impedance of the antenna, which can have a considerable effect on matching.
Changes in the impedance caused by the dielectric loading also shifts the resonant
frequency from the free space case. Due to the shift in resonant frequency, the match-
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Fig. 2.7. Example of power absorption into the hand at a) 900 MHz and b) 2000 MHz.
ing in most cases deteriorates at the intended operating frequency, thus decreasing
the matching efficiency.
The impedance mismatching caused by the user’s hand can decrease the total effi-
ciency up to several dBs [3,62]. In some cases, like presented in [54], the presence of
the user can improve the performance of the antenna (total efficiency). In this case
the improvement arises from improvement in matching rather than radiation effi-
ciency [55]. Different finger positions with respect to the antenna elements, either
active or parasitic ones, have different effects on matching.
When the mechanisms behind the effect of the user are known, a number of techni-
cal solutions can be considered to overcome these issues. The locations of the antenna
elements in which the loading caused by the user is smaller may be useful particu-
larly with larger device, where space for optimal antenna positioning is more readily
available. Another possibility could be to use a broader impedance bandwidth match-
ing, or even adaptive matching [63], so that the antenna would operate in the correct
frequency range even with user presence. The use of multiple antenna elements, of
which the least effected by the user are selected can be one feasible method for re-
ducing the effect of the user [4]. It is also possible to use so-called antenna shielding,
in which one active antenna element is used for communication and another pas-
sive element is used as the shield [42]. With this technique, the element with better
performance in a particular use case is chosen as the active element.
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3. Methods of analysis used and quantities
studied
In this chapter, the validation process leading to the choice of suitable simulation
software is presented in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 discusses useful quantities and
methods of analysis for studying the effect of the device bending. Some estimates
of the conceivable changes associated with the shape of the device becoming increas-
ing non-planar are presented in Section 3.3.
3.1 Computational software
It is possible to analyse the performance of antenna structures using different com-
mercial electromagnetic and circuit simulation software. Of the various software
available, the FDTD (Finite Difference Time-Domain method) based SEMCAD-X by
SPEAG [64], FDTD/FIT (Finite Integration Technique) based CST Microwave Stu-
dio [66], FEM (Finite Element Method) based ANSYS HFSS [65], as well as MOM
(Method Of Moments) based Mentor Graphics IE3D [67] were chosen as potential
candidates for analysing bendable devices. A comparative study using the different
software as well as measurements was performed in order to establish the applica-
bility of the individual software to the problem at hand.
Of these four EM simulation software, IE3D is mostly used in this work to design
the planar versions of the antenna structures, as it can analyse simple planar metal-
lic (PEC, Perfect Electric Conductor) structures quickly and accurately. Its main
drawback is that the software is not very well suited for simulating conformal struc-
tures as well as dielectric materials such as the hand of the user. On a general level,
when the studied geometry becomes more and more conformal, the different software
and the computational algorithms behind them may have limitations (e.g., due to the
way in which the software discretises the objects and the surrounding space). It is
therefore important to know which (if any?) software can be considered reliable for
the study of bendable devices.
The accuracy of the results provided by the different simulation software is verified
by constructing two CCE prototypes based on the simulation models, one with 105
mm long ground plane and another one with 175 mm long ground plane. Both cases
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use the same type of antenna element, the dimensions of which are shown in Fig. 3.1
along with an example of one of the manufactured prototypes. In the prototypes, the
material of the ground plane was 0.15 mm thick copper sheet.
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Fig. 3.1. Illustration of the a) antenna element used in the prototypes and b) manufactured prototype
for the case of the 50 x 105 mm2 ground plane. Dimensions in millimetres.
The free space reflection coefficient of the unmatched antennas (i.e. with no match-
ing circuit) is measured with a VNA (Vector Network Analyser) in an impedance box,
and the measurement results are compared with those provided by the different sim-
ulators in order to see which software (and thereby also simulation method) yields
most reliable results. In both simulations and measurements, bending radii of 73.5
mm and 31.5 mm are used. The structures are bent in such a way that the antenna
element is positioned outwards with respect to the surface of the cylinder. An illus-
tration of the two bending schemes is given in Fig. 3.2 for the two ground plane
lengths. An example of the reflection coefficient results obtained with the different
simulation software as well as with measurements are shown in Fig. 3.3. (The reflec-
tion coefficients of all different ground plane and bending radius cases considered in
the comparison are illustrated in Appendix A.)
When comparing the simulation results, one can see that CST and HFSS generally
yield quite similar results whereas SEMCAD has some deviation (particularly with
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Fig. 3.2. Illustration of the bending schemes for a) 105 mm and b) 175 mm ground plane length.
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Fig. 3.3. Comparison of simulation and measurement results with the 105 mm ground plane (no bend-
ing).
the bent cases). There can be several sources of uncertainty causing the differences
between the different simulation and measurement results, such as: 1) simulation
error, 2) measurement error, and 3) differences between the simulation model and
manufactured prototype.
Firstly, the simulation results may have some discrepancies due to, e.g., the dif-
ferent discretisations used by the computational methods. Like all measurements,
the reflection coefficient measurements done with the VNA have always some uncer-
tainty, whose significance can be reduced by performing the measurements carefully.
In all the simulation models the antenna structure is bent into cylindrical shape over
its entire length.
In the measurements, obtaining a very accurate fitting proved challenging (espe-
cially with the shorter ground plane and tighter bending) due to the tensions in the
ground plane. With the manufactured prototypes, the fabrication accuracy always
influences the obtainable results. Another aspect that affects the measured reflec-
tion coefficients is the way that the prototype ground planes are positioned around
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the cylindrically-shaped objects used in the measurements. The prototypes are held
in place with masking tape, and the more firmly both ends of the antenna structure
are in connection with the surface of the cylinder, the better is the agreement with
the simulation model – and thereby also the results.
Even though the prototype is manufactured to match the simulation model as
closely as possible, the two are nevertheless slightly different – especially in terms
of the feeding mechanism. The simulation model has a voltage source between the
feeding pin and the ground plane (see Fig. 3.1a) whereas the prototype utilises a
coaxial cable to provide the excitation (as shown in Fig. 3.1b). In some cases, the
point where the cable is connected to the ground plane (so-called tapping point) can
be significant for the response that is obtained from the antenna, because the cable
affects the radiation properties of the structure [68].
SEMCAD allows the user to choose between a standard FDTD solver and a confor-
mal FDTD (C-FDTD/FIT) solver, of which the former discretises the structure using
a staircase mesh (model consists of small cubic bricks), and the latter produces a
conformal mesh. Fig. 3.4 illustrates the difference between the two discretisation
schemes available in SEMCAD. Of the two, the staircase voxeling generally requires
a considerably larger mesh with bent structures in order to have the same degree of
smoothness as the conformal mesh. This is understandable, as accurately approx-
imating round shapes with rectangular blocks is fairly challenging (anyone having
tried to build something round using LEGO blocks will agree). In Fig. 3.4, the reason
behind the name ”staircase” mesh is clearly visible.
a) b)
Fig. 3.4. Illustration of the different discretisation schemes used in the simulations with SEMCAD: a)
staircase and b) conformal mesh. The example structure is given for the 175 mm ground plane
length and 31.5 mm bending radius, as depicted in Fig. 3.2b).
Based on the comparisons discussed above, the software to be used for subsequent
simulations was chosen to be SEMCAD. The choice is motivated by three main rea-
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sons. Firstly, the agreement between simulation and measurement results can be
considered sufficient for the purpose of this work. Secondly, and perhaps more im-
portantly, the RAD department has available both CAD models and physical hand
phantoms as well as realistic 3D models of the entire human body for SEMCAD.
These models will be highly useful when the antenna structures are bent with the
presence of a user. CAD models of the hand can also be applied for CST and possibly
also for HFSS, but they are not considered in this work. The third reason for choosing
SEMCAD is that we can use top-class hardware acceleration (graphics cards) that in-
crease the simulation speed considerably. Hardware acceleration enables studying
very large and accurate simulation setups, including also the user, in a feasible time.
As with the measurements, the non-resonant type antennas are also simulated
without external matching components, Their performance is also studied with a
matching circuit, due to the fact that non-resonant antennas may display different
behaviour in the unmatched and matched impedances when bending the structures.
Matching is carried out using Microwave Office circuit simulator developed by AWR
[69], and the required component values are obtained using a MATLAB-based tool
developed by Mr. Risto Valkonen at Aalto University. This same tool can also be
applied for determining the bandwidth potential and the Qz of the different antenna
structures studied.
3.2 Methods and quantities to analyse bendable structures
When studying the performance of bendable structures by means of computer simu-
lations and measurements, it is possible to analyse different quantities and param-
eters in order to better understand the operation. On a general level, it is possible
to analyse the structure using antenna or circuit parameters. The requirements of
a particular application may determine whether either or both of these approaches
should be employed. Often a suitable combination of the two approaches can be use-
ful to obtain the desired information.
The useful antenna parameters include, e.g., the field patterns, directivity and the
efficiency of the antenna. Of these, particularly the efficiency is of great importance.
In addition to the reasons discussed in Chapter 2, the combination of changes in
the shape of the ground plane and the properties of the human tissue might cause
wavemodes that do not radiate, meaning that the power lost through them may con-
siderably decrease the radiation efficiency. Also with changing shape, the losses of
the ground plane material can become more significant. In this work, all efficiencies
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are expressed in decibels (dB) instead of percentages.
Circuit parameters such as impedance, S-parameters or Q provide a different in-
sight into the performance of the antenna. Changes in impedance, either in its real
or imaginary part, may be modelled with the equivalent circuit as components hav-
ing physical meaning, as described in Section 2.3.1. The reflection coefficient (or S11
parameter in the case of single-port antennas) can be used to study the changes in
the resonant frequency, matching and coupling caused by the bending. Throughout
the work, the concept of bending radius is used to describe the amount of bending
applied on the antenna structure. This radius corresponds to that of the cylinder
around which the ground plane is bent. The planar case (no bending) corresponds to
an infinite bending radius. The concept of bending radius is further clarified in Fig.
3.2.
As the radio systems in mobile devices generally employ antennas with fairly low
directivity (partly due to the fundamental issue of mobility), one may estimate that
the changes in radiation pattern are not the most important consequence of bending
the ground plane of the device. In a realistic usage environment, the radio channel
has lots of reflections (from e.g. buildings, vehicles and ground) which means that
the radio wave reaching the antenna has an ambiguous polarisation. Due to this
ambiguity, the polarisation of the antenna has reduced significance. For these rea-
sons, the study of the radiation pattern is omitted in this work. Instead, the main
emphasis will be on the circuit properties of the antenna structures. This approach
also enables a better use of the equivalent circuit based approach in order to obtain
a more profound understanding of the reasons behind the changes that are observed
both in free space and with the user.
3.3 Conceivable changes caused by device bending
Before actually proceeding to the study of the planar and bent antenna structures, it
is interesting to estimate the different changes that might take place in the antenna
performance when the shape of the device becomes increasingly conformal based on
a general understanding of antennas and electromagnetics. Different mechanisms
or phenomena might occur depending on the frequency as well as on the degree of
bending that is applied.
In order to establish the possible frequencies that might be most susceptible to
changes in ground plane shape, the coupling element structures of Fig. 3.1 are sim-
ulated for the planar, unbent case using IE3D. As was mentioned in the previous
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section, some of the current distributions corresponding to different ground plane
wavemodes can be more affected by the bending than others. For this reason, the
simulations consider both the reflection coefficient and the current distributions. The
reflection coefficients obtained for the unbent cases are shown in Fig. 3.5 for both
ground plane lengths.
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Fig. 3.5. Simulated reflection coefficients in the unbent case for the antenna element shown in Fig. 3.1.
The performance of the antenna element of Fig. 3.1 is also studied in the bent case.
In order to perform the comparison, both the planar and bent cases are simulated
using SEMCAD, and the obtained unmatched reflection coefficients are shown in Fig.
3.6. As can be seen from the curves of Fig. 3.6, the response of both ground plane
lengths is fairly similar beyond 4 GHz for both the planar case and the two bending
cases considered.
The curves of Figs. 3.5–3.6 represent the reflection coefficient in the unmatched
case, where one can better identify the different resonant frequencies of the ground
plane. Based on the reflection coefficient results, the current distributions of the two
ground plane lengths are computed with 0.1 GHz interval from 0.5 GHz to 6 GHz
in order to see changes in the wavemodes at different frequencies. The behaviour
of the current distributions as a function of frequency can be compared with the
reflection coefficient data in order to identify the most likely types of the ground
plane resonances seen in Fig. 3.5.
When comparing the direction of the currents at different frequencies to the schematic
illustrations given in Fig. 2.6, one can see that for the 105 mm long ground plane,
the first resonance at around 1.2 GHz is of Type 1 (current flowing in one direction
along the broad side of the ground plane). Around the second resonant frequency (2.4
GHz), the current distribution begins to take the shape of Type 3, meaning that there
is a null in the middle of the ground plane. At frequencies above 5 GHz, the current
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Fig. 3.6. Simulated reflection coefficients for a) 105 mm and b) 175 mm ground plane length.
distribution does not directly correspond to any of the types shown in, e.g., [52, 53],
which indicates that the distribution is some kind of a hybrid between the antenna
element and ground plane current modes. An illustration of some of the current dis-
tributions that can be seen with the 105 mm ground plane are shown in Fig. 3.7.
The lowest-order resonance of the longer ground plane, at 0.7 GHz has a current
distribution of Type 1, and Type 3 is excited at around 1.5 GHz. With increasing
frequency, the number of nulls along the ground plane increases, with two at around
2.3 GHz, three around 3.1 GHz and four around 4 GHz (so-called higher-order modes).
At 5 GHz and higher frequencies, the current distribution of the longer ground plane
is similar to that of the shorter ground plane, and the reflection coefficient is nearly
identical to that of the shorter ground plane. The latter observation is actually true
already from 4 GHz onwards. Examples of the current distributions that are observed
with the 175 mm ground plane are depicted in Fig. 3.8.
By looking at the current distributions at the different frequencies, it is clear that
the type of coupling element used does not excite currents along the short edge of the
ground plane (Type 4 in Fig 2.6). This is due to the fact that the coupling element
used is centre-fed. If the feed were to be placed to the corner of the ground plane, also
currents directed along the short-edge could be created.
Generally, the exact type of the current distribution depends on the type and po-
sitioning of the feeding element, the symmetry of the position of the element with
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Fig. 3.7. Simulated current distributions for the 105 mm ground plane at a) 1.2 GHz, b) 2.4 GHz, and
c) 5.1 GHz.
respect to the ground plane, positioning of the feeding pin on the element and so
on. The current modes reported in [52] have been calculated using the horizontal
and vertical dipoles (more symmetric structure). Additionally, the geometry of the
ground plane (overall dimensions, ratio of broad and narrow sides etc.) also has an
effect, both on the resonant frequencies and the type of the current distributions that
can be created.
Based on the current distributions and unmatched reflection coefficients one may
consider the frequencies at which the mobile device could be most sensitive to changes
in the shape of the ground plane. These frequencies are most likely near the resonant
frequencies of the ground plane wavemodes. The different directions of the currents
may indicate different responses to changes in the shape of the ground plane. This
aspect will become more clear once the structure is actually bent. Now that the
possible locations of the changes have been identified, one may contemplate what the
changes might be and what could be causing them.
When the ends of the ground plane are brought closer to each other by bending the
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Fig. 3.8. Simulated current distributions for the 175 mm ground plane at a) 0.7 GHz, b) 1.5 GHz, and
c) 3.1 GHz.
structure, it is possible that the performance of the antenna is disturbed by additional
coupling between the ends. This effect will be analysed later with the equivalent cir-
cuit. The closer the ends are, the larger the effect most likely will be. The source
of this coupling may be increasing capacitance between the two ends. A somewhat
analogous case is the equivalent circuit for a slot in basic microstrip lines, in which
the slot is modelled with a π-type network consisting of both series and shunt ca-
pacitances. Additionally, when the ground plane is bent into a more curved shape,
this can also change the current paths of the surface current distributions, which can
cause additional inductance.
In a conventional planar mobile device, the current distribution depends on the
wavemode that is excited. The possible changes in the current distribution when
the shape of the structure changes can mainly be considered to be detrimental. They
might include, e.g., the cancelling out of opposite-directed currents with an increasing
degree of bending. This in turn weakens the radiation properties of the device.
The importance of the changes of the current distribution most likely depends on
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frequency, as well as on the type of the antenna element used (resonant or non-
resonant type). If the main radiator in the antenna structure is the antenna ele-
ment, as is the case with, e.g., PIFAs, the effect may be less significant than with
non-resonant coupling elements that are mainly used to couple to the ground plane
wavemodes. Another important difference between resonant and non-resonant type
antennas is that the former has an inherent matching circuit, which can make dis-
tinguishing the changes caused by the ground plane shape more difficult (which part
of the changes is caused by the shape of the ground plane itself, and which are a re-
sult of changes in the ”matching circuit”). With non-resonant unmatched antennas,
the majority of the changes are directly caused by changes in the ground plane wave-
modes. The frequency also affects to the radiation contribution of the ground plane,
as was explained in the previous chapter.
When bending the ground plane of the mobile terminal, the effect of the lossy di-
electric material of the hand will most likely consist of such changes that are already
present when a rigid mobile device is held in the hand, as well as changes that are
specific for the bent cases. The effects include the shift of the resonant frequency and
the decrease in efficiency. It is possible that the changes caused by the hand may be
more profound than with planar devices.
Compared to the planar case, the efficiency may change more severely, due to re-
duced radiation caused by changes in the current distribution as well as due to the
power that is absorbed into various parts of the hand (the tissue absorption depends
also on the usage mode, such as browsing or wrist mode). These usage modes are
explained in greater detail in Chapter 4. Some of the effects that occur first when
placing the hand near the antenna structure can be identified when comparing a
particular case when the user is present to the corresponding free space case.
Apart from the effects described above, there could be also other changes that are
first observed when the device is bent and the different quantities have been anal-
ysed. These kinds of changes will then be considered in subsequent chapters.
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4. Antenna performance in planar and bent
antenna structures
In this chapter, the performance of coupling element type antenna structures is stud-
ied in typical use cases, meaning that the presence of the user is also taken into
account. With traditional rigid mobile devices, the effect of the user can be studied
using different hand grips such as talking grip or browsing grip. Also the effect of the
head (with or without the talking grip) can be considered, especially in SAR studies.
In the case of bendable devices, the talk mode is of lesser concern, and it is therefore
not considered here. The results obtained in this section can also be used to verify
some of the predictions on the performance given in Section 3.3.
It is possible to bend the mobile device in or around the hand in a large number
of ways. Two distinct types of bending are considered here: browsing mode and so-
called wrist mode. The browsing mode is used for describing similar use as with
conventional devices, but flexibility enables also some additional possibilities. By
applying different bend gestures, the user can perform different functionalities with
the device, as discussed in [71]. In the wrist mode, the ground plane of the device is
simply bent around the wrist of the user.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.1 presents the different antenna
elements and element locations, bending cases and hand models used in the study.
The performance of the antenna elements in the free space case with and without
the matching circuit is studied in Section 4.2. The effect of the user is studied in
both browsing mode and wrist mode, and the results are presented in Sections 4.3
and 4.4, respectively. Finally, the modelling of the bending in free space with the
resonator-based equivalent circuit is studied in Section 4.5.
4.1 Antennas, bending cases and hand models studied
4.1.1 Antenna elements
When analysing the effect of ground plane bending both in free space and with the
user present, the antenna elements that are used in the study are CCEs, whose di-
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mensions are designed in the unbent case. Both on-ground and off-ground positioned
antenna elements are considered (see Fig. 4.1), in order to study if a certain element
location type is more sensitive to the effects of bending. The principal difference of on-
ground and off-ground elements is (as one might guess based on the name) that the
on-ground element is situated completely above the ground plane. In recent years,
off-ground elements have gained increasing interest in mobile terminal antenna de-
sign and research. One reason is that the off-ground element can be made smaller
(both in terms of element area and height) than an on-ground element, and the band-
width can be the same.
CCE
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50 50
50
3
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14
5 4
3
Feed
a) b) c)105 105 105
Fig. 4.1. Different antenna cases studied: a) CCE#1 (off-ground), b) CCE#2 (on-ground) and c) CCE#1
(on-ground).
Initially, an off-ground positioned coupling element, CCE#1 (off-ground) is designed
using IE3D and SEMCAD. The dimensions of the element are 3 x 50 x 4 mm3 [length
x width x height] (see Fig. 4.1a). The starting point of the design is the frequency
specifications of the GSM900 system (see Table 1.1). The bandwidth of the antenna
element at that frequency range should be large enough to cover the uplink and
downlink bands of the system simultaneously, and still be sufficiently narrow so that
the response of the antenna element to the bending can be seen more clearly. With
too large a bandwidth, the bending may not be a problem because the antenna may
still remain in-band regardless of the bending.
When the CCE#1 (off-ground) element was placed on-ground, the bandwidth per-
formance at the 900 MHz band clearly decreased. The reason for this change is
related to the fact that the electric field strength is larger beyond the edge of the
ground plane. A larger field strength enables larger coupling, which means that an
off-ground positioned antenna element has better performance bandwidth-wise than
an on-ground element of equal dimensions [48]. Therefore, the element was made
larger, both in terms of element area and height. The resulting element is referred to
as CCE#2 (on-ground), shown in Fig. 4.1b, and its dimensions were tuned in such a
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way that CCE#1 (off-ground) and CCE#2 (on-ground) antenna structures would have
roughly the same Qz. This last condition is applied in order to make the comparison
between the elements more fair: because the two elements are different, it can be dif-
ficult to determine what part of the changes observed is related to the position of the
element, and what is caused by the difference in size. With similar Qz, the elements
have similar bandwidth performance, as indicated by Eq. (2.4).
In order to further improve the comparison, the antenna element CCE#1 is also
positioned on-ground (see Fig. 4.1c), even though this results in a loss of bandwidth.
However, a direct comparison to the off-ground version is made easier because the
elements are the same. In this case, the most significant reason behind the different
response of the element is the location of the element itself.
One important point to notice is that the dimensions of the antenna elements
are optimised based on the specifications of a single radio system. Therefore, the
bandwidth performance at other frequency bands may or may not meet the needs of
the corresponding systems. A multiband optimisation of the bandwidth is possible,
though this process is fairly complicated and might not result in an improved overall
understanding of the fundamental reasons behind the effects of the bending.
4.1.2 Bending cases
In principle, a ground plane can be bent in a large number of different ways, depend-
ing partly on its dimensions, the rigidity of the material and so on. It is also possible
to bend the ground plane along all three coordinate axes, e.g., onto a spherical sur-
face. In this work, all of the bending cases feature bending only along one axis. The
choice is made partly based on the different use cases and related applications that
are considered, but also in order to simplify the required modelling in the EM simu-
lator. The two use cases studied, browsing mode and wrist mode, give rise to slightly
different bending regimes from the practical point-of-view. In the browsing mode,
both the 105 mm and 175 mm ground planes can be bent in the same way by using
the different bending radii. For the wrist mode, the number of practical bending radii
is limited by the fact that a real device (including the casing) has to be secured firmly
around the wrist.
The different bending radii considered for the shorter and longer ground plane are
illustrated in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. The smallest radius is determined by
the length of the ground plane, as any radius that results in a smaller circumference
than the ground plane length will result in overlapping of the ends of the ground
plane, which is not practical. In the case of the 105 mm ground plane, the lower limit
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for the bending radius is 16.7 mm, and in the case of the 175 mm ground plane, the
corresponding value is 27.9 mm. For this reason, the lower limits for the bending
radius were chosen to be 20 mm and 30 mm, respectively, for the shorter and longer
ground planes (see Figs. 4.2 and 4.3).
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Fig. 4.2. Bending radii studied with the shorter (105 mm) ground plane (shown for the CCE#1 (off-
ground) antenna element).
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Fig. 4.3. Bending radii studied with the longer (175 mm) ground plane (shown for the CCE#1 (off-
ground) antenna element).
As can be seen in the figures, the smaller radii are studied with smaller steps.
The reason for this is the fact that the more significant changes are likely to occur
with a smaller bending radius. The larger values are included because the behaviour
of the bent structure should asymptotically approach that of the planar case with
increasing bending radius (a plane can be modelled as a cylinder having an infinite
radius). For the sake of practicality, the largest bending radius is limited to 100 000
mm, which already provides a very accurate approximation of the planar case.
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4.1.3 Modelling of the hands in electromagnetic simulations
The human hand can be modelled in electromagnetic simulations with an increas-
ing degree of realism, ranging from simple dielectric block type models to complex,
posable hand models that include, e.g., skin, fat, muscle and bones. Different tissue
types have different properties, including density and electrical parameters, that can
affect the antenna structures in different ways.
Among the most important electrical parameters contributing to the effect of the
tissue on antenna performance are relative permittivity (ǫr, dimensionless) and elec-
trical conductivity (σ, [S/m]). Both permittivity and conductivity are dispersive pa-
rameters, meaning that their values are frequency-dependent. Other factors, such
as the moisture of the hand, also contribute to the values of permittivity and conduc-
tivity (especially conductivity). Values for permittivity and conductivity have been
tabulated, e.g., in [72], based on the properties of a dry hand. Other sources, such
as [73] report values that are an average of those for dry and moist tissue.
In this work, so-called dispersive hand parameters are used. They are based on
the values reported by CTIA [72] and are valid in the frequency range from 300 MHz
to 6 GHz. The dispersive model uses three dispersive electric poles to compute or
fit the correct permittivity and conductivity values also for frequencies between the
tabulated values of [72]. An alternative to the dispersive parameters would be to ap-
ply the values at a point frequency over a broadband sweep. However, this approach
will result in some inaccuracies because it will (partly depending on the frequency)
over- or underestimate the effect of the hand, something that can be minimised using
dispersive values. However, the dispersive hand parameters do not support the con-
formal FDTD solver in SEMCAD which means that the standard FDTD solver has to
be applied even for the bent structures (causing an increase in simulation time due
to the finer mesh required).
4.1.4 Hand models in the browsing and wrist modes
The dimensions of the hand models used in this work represent those of an average
human hand (shown, e.g., in Figs. 4.4–4.5), and they are based on comprehensive
anthropometric studies (e.g. [74]). The CAD models of the hands are provided by
SPEAG, and as explained in Chapter 3, their availability is one significant reason for
performing the user effect studies with SEMCAD. The hand models used with the
browsing grip (both left and right hand) are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Both hands are
used because it is assumed that the materials used in the devices have no memory
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effect, meaning that they return to their natural shape once the grip is released.
With a suitable ground plane material, also a single-hand browsing grip could be
considered (not studied here).
Fig. 4.4. Left and right hand models used in the two-hand browsing mode. The size of the hand corre-
sponds to that of an average human hand.
The hand model used for the wrist mode is shown in Fig. 4.5. In this model, the
wrist is modelled using a cylinder whose radius is 28 mm. This assumption differs
slightly from a real human wrist in two ways: the shape of the real wrist is rather
elliptical than cylindrical, and also the thickness gradually increases when going
towards the elbow. However, the choice that is made can be justified for two main
reasons. Firstly, it is easier to bend the ground plane about a symmetrical shape
in the simulator. Secondly, the symmetry of the cylinder means that a fairly even
loading from the hand on the ground plane can be achieved. Considering an actual
device and wrist, the distance between the two is most likely not constant, but the
average overall effect could be the same as with a symmetric case. An additional
benefit of the chosen wrist size is that the circumference of the 28 mm cylinder is
roughly 176 mm, which is fairly close to the mean circumference of a real male hand.
As given in [74], the values are 174.3 mm and 151.4 mm for male and female hand,
respectively.
Cylinder
Fig. 4.5. Hand and wrist model used in the wrist mode. The size of the hand corresponds to that of an
average human hand, but the length of the cylindrical wrist is only indicative.
The gap between the wrist and the ground plane can be adjusted with a suitable
bending radius. Considering a practical bendable device, the ground plane is very
likely not in direct contact with the wrist of the user (due to, e.g., the casing of the
device). For this purpose, the ground planes are bent around the wrist in such a way
that the air gap between the ground plane and wrist is 2 mm, which can be consid-
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ered feasible for practical applications. This is achieved with a bending radius of 30
mm (wrist radius 28 mm). The device is positioned symmetrically about the wrist,
meaning that the distance between device and wrist is constant in all directions.
In the browsing mode, the different applications or user preferences can affect to
the required bending radius. The wrist mode is ”fundamentally” different because
the device has to be placed around the wrist of the user (making too large or too
small bending radii infeasible). For this reason, the dimension to be modified in the
wrist mode is the length of the ground plane. The minimum and maximum lengths
to be considered are 105 mm and 175 mm, respectively.
The maximum length is obviously determined by the dimensions of the wrist, as
the length has to be smaller than the wrist circumference. The minimum length
must be bendable around the wrist, and it should be able to support the bandwidth
requirements of the different systems. The 105 mm length is chosen for the sake of
convenience. An issue worth considering is the limit at which a device can truly be
called bendable (or when the bending still remains a problem). When the dimensions
approach those of, e.g., a wrist watch, the main problem gradually reduces to that
of reactive loading caused by the tissue. This problem is familiar from the design of
conventional mobile terminals.
The studies in the wrist mode are performed for ground plane lengths from 105 mm
to 175 mm, using 10 mm steps. These cases are illustrated in Fig. 4.6, in which also
the cylinder modelling the wrist is visible. The purpose is to locate an optimal length
for the ground plane when it is positioned in the vicinity of the user. For all ground
plane lengths, both the planar and bent versions are studied in free space. The dif-
ferent lengths are compared in such a way that the planar version of a given ground
plane is matched to the desired frequency in free space, and the same matching cir-
cuit is then applied to the bent structure (both in free space and in the presence of
the hand).
4.2 Capacitive coupling element structure bent in free space
In this section, the performance of the antenna elements of Fig. 4.1 in the different
bending cases of Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 is compared. The main emphasis is on the per-
formance of the antenna structures in the unmatched case (Section 4.2.1), but also
some observations are made regarding the comparison of the different cases when a
lumped element matching circuit is used to obtain a resonance at a desired frequency
(Section 4.2.2).
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Fig. 4.6. Illustration of the different ground plane lengths considered in the wrist mode: a) 105 mm, b)
115 mm, c) 125 mm, d) 135 mm, e) 145 mm, f) 155 mm, g) 165 mm, and h) 175 mm. In all
cases, the air gap between ground plane and wrist is 2 mm. The radius of the wrist is 28 mm.
4.2.1 Effect of the bending in the unmatched case
In order to observe the changes that can occur when an unmatched mobile terminal
antenna structure is bent, it is possible to consider different approaches by means of
different quantities. By looking at the unmatched reflection coefficient (S11) curves,
the general behaviour of the different resonant wavemodes of the ground plane can
be observed. Certain wavemodes can be such that the resonance is not affected by
the changes in the shape of the ground plane. In other words, the data can reveal the
most sensitive frequencies that should be studied also in the matched case.
For practical applications, the CCEs are always matched to the desired frequency
band, and the associated impedance bandwidth requirement is based on the specifica-
tions of the radio system. For this reason, the bandwidth performance is of significant
interest for the different bending radii. A measure for the bandwidth that can be ob-
tained with the antenna in a particular bending case can be calculated from the Q.
This is due to the inversely proportional relation between BW and Q, as discussed in
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Section 2.2.2. By using Eq. (2.4), the actual bandwidth can also be calculated from
the Q.
The Qz calculated from the simulated input impedance of the antenna structure
with the 105 mm ground plane is shown in Fig. 4.7a for the 920 MHz case, and in
Fig. 4.7b for the 1920 MHz frequency. Similar curves for the 175 mm ground plane
case are given in Fig. 4.8.
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Fig. 4.7. Calculated Qz for the 105 mm ground plane at a) 920 MHz and b) 1920 MHz frequency.
From the curves of Fig. 4.7 it is possible to see that the CCE#1 (off-ground) and
CCE#2 (on-ground) elements have the same Qz in the planar case (as they were de-
signed to), and that beyond the 1000 mm bending radius the difference between the
bent and planar cases is fairly small. Both the on- and off-ground positioned CCE#1
elements display an interesting dip in their Qz curve between 20 mm and 30 mm
bending radius. This phenomenon was first observed when using the bending radii of
Fig. 4.2. However, some additional bending radii between 20 and 25 mm were used,
and these cases verified that the dip truly does take place and is not, e.g., simula-
tion error. A slight dip can also be seen in the Qz curve of the CCE#2 (on-ground)
element. At 1920 MHz, the range of variation of the Qz values is smaller with both
ground plane lengths than at 920 MHz.
With the longer ground plane, the behaviour of the Qz at 920 MHz shows an oppo-
site trend than with the 105 mm ground plane, meaning that the Qz is reduced as
more tighter bending is applied. All antenna elements have an increase in the Qz at
920 MHz as the bending radius approaches 30 mm, and this increase is most notice-
able in the CCE#1 (on-ground) case (as this antenna element is too small to provide
sufficient coupling in the on-ground case).
The considerably larger Qz at the lower frequency with the longer ground plane is
due to the fact that this ground plane experiences a local minimum of the bandwidth
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Fig. 4.8. Calculated Qz for the 175 mm ground plane at a) 920 MHz and b) 1920 MHz frequency.
potential around 1 GHz. For this reason, subsequent studies with the 175 mm ground
plane will also consider the 722 MHz frequency (centre frequency of the lower LTE
700 band, see Table 1.1). This frequency provides better bandwidth performance as it
is closer to the first resonant frequency of the 175 mm ground plane (located around
0.7 GHz, see, e.g., Fig. 3.5).
At 920 MHz, all three antenna elements have a region between 30 mm and 100 mm
bending radius in which the Qz is lower compared to the planar case for both ground
plane lengths (with the longer ground plane, this region is even broader, going up
to 200 mm). As was explained in Section 2.2.2, the Q and bandwidth are inversely
proportional. This would suggest that by applying a bending radius within the 30
to 100 mm range could provide the antenna structure with a broader impedance
bandwidth than in the planar case.
The possible reasons for this observed behaviour could be related to a decrease
in the reactive (capacitive and/or inductive) energy stored in the near field of the
antenna structure, or to an increase in the losses. As the simulated structure is
modelled as PEC (no conductive losses), the only source for these losses is through
the radiation resistance of the different wavemodes (see Section 2.3.2). An analysis
of the bending with the equivalent circuit model (see Section 4.5) can provide further
clarification into this matter.
4.2.2 Effect of the bending with matched antenna elements
An alternative to studying the bandwidth of the antennas based on theQ is to see how
the bandwidth with respect to a particular matching criterion (e.g. –6 dB) changes
according to the shape of the ground plane. For this purpose, the different coupling
elements of Fig. 4.1 are critically matched to the frequencies of interest using a
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two-element matching circuit. The component values of the matching circuit are
determined for the unbent case, and the same component values are applied also for
the different bending cases.
However, this approach has its limitations because of the actual matching circuit.
As there are two or four possible circuit topologies (see Fig. 2.3), they all possibly
result in slightly different bandwidth in the unbent case. Furthermore, when the
ground plane is bent, the critical matching of the unbent case will inevitably dete-
riorate. Therefore, it may be difficult to distinguish the between the changes that
are caused by the actual change in the shape and those that are associated with the
matching not being any more critical.
The choice of the critical matching is justified because it provides more narrowband
performance, which makes the changes due to the bending more visible. In practice,
though, optimal matching is more commonly used than critical matching, because of
the more broadband behaviour (see Fig. 2.4).
4.3 Capacitive coupling element structure bent in browsing mode
In this section, the performance of the CCE structures in the two-hand browsing
mode is studied. There is a large number of different bending cases, as shown, e.g., in
Figs. 4.2–4.3, but not all of these are practical for hand-held applications (especially
at the lower end of the range). In the following, a bending radius of 73.5 mm is
considered for both the 105 and 175 mm ground plane lengths (see Fig. 3.2). The
two antenna elements that are considered are the CCE#1 (off-ground) and CCE#2
(on-ground) elements (shown in Fig. 4.1), and they are studied in the unmatched
case.
The calculated Qz for the antenna elements are given in Tables 4.1–4.2 for the
CCE#1 (off-ground) and CCE#2 (on-ground) elements, respectively. Of the lower band
frequencies, 920 MHz is used with the 105 mm ground plane and 722 MHz with the
175 mm ground plane because the 920 MHz frequency with the longer ground plane
has too small bandwidth potential.
The values of Tables 4.1–4.2 show that with both antenna elements, when the hand
is introduced into the model, the Qz increases at the lower frequencies (920 MHz and
722 MHz). At the 1920 MHz frequency, the hand causes considerable reduction in
the Qz. The behaviour at the lower band appears a bit counter-intuitive due to the
additional losses introduced by the conductivity of the hand. They should, according
to Eq. (2.5), reduce the Q as the denominator increases. However, there can be also
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Table 4.1. Calculated Qz in the two-hand browsing mode for the CCE#1 (off-ground) antenna element.
In the ”plane” case, a two-hand grip is applied to the ground plane without any bending, and
in the ”browsing” case, the grip is otherwise similar except for the 73.5 mm bending radius
that has been applied. The term ”fs” refers to the free space case (no hands).
f 105 mm (plane) 105 mm (browsing) 175 mm (plane) 175 mm (browsing)
[MHz] Qz Qz (fs) Qz Qz(fs) Qz Qz (fs) Qz Qz (fs)
722 – – – – 19.3 10.1 10.7 7.3
920 13.9 11.1 11.8 10.1 – – – –
1920 6.7 12.6 6.6 13.0 6.4 14.2 3.7 11.1
Table 4.2. Calculated Qz in the two-hand browsing mode for the CCE#2 (on-ground) antenna element.
In the ”plane” case, a two-hand grip is applied to the ground plane without any bending, and
in the ”browsing” case, the grip is otherwise similar except for the 73.5 mm bending radius
that has been applied. The term ”fs” refers to the free space case (no hands).
f 105 mm (plane) 105 mm (browsing) 175 mm (plane) 175 mm (browsing)
[MHz] Qz Qz (fs) Qz Qz (fs) Qz Qz (fs) Qz Qz (fs)
722 – – – – 3.6 9.3 4.5 5.2
920 4.1 10.6 3.6 8.7 – – – –
1920 5.7 16.2 5.6 16.5 5.3 16.0 5.2 14.2
other mechanisms affecting the Q, and which may be identified through the wrist
mode studies (Section 4.4) or when modelling the bending using an equivalent circuit
(Section 4.5).
In addition to the Qz, which also gives insight into the bandwidth performance of
the antenna structure, the presence and properties of the hand also have an effect
on the efficiency. Table 4.3 shows the effect that the bending of the ground plane
has on the ηrad in the different cases studied. In the free space case, ηrad is ideally 0
dB because the antenna structures are simulated as PEC (no losses). Therefore the
reductions seen in the tabulated values in Table 4.3 are caused by the absorption of
the radiated power into the hands.
The values of Table 4.3 show that the absorption to the hands can vary more than 1
dB, and that in some cases, the bent ground plane improves the ηrad. When bending
the ground plane, the current distributions of the ground plane wavemodes change,
and depending on the exact type of the bent current distribution, the radiation per-
formance can either improve or degrade. In addition to or as a consequence of the
changing current distribution, it may also be so that the directional pattern of the
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Table 4.3. Simulated ηrad (in dBs) for the different cases with the two-hand browsing grip. In the
”plane” case, a two-hand grip is applied to the ground plane without any bending, and in the
”browsing” case, the grip is otherwise similar except for the 73.5 mm bending radius that
has been applied.
CCE#1 (off-ground) CCE#2 (on-ground)
Case 722 MHz 920 MHz 1920 MHz 722 MHz 920 MHz 1920 MHz
105 mm (plane) −2.1 −2.8 −3.0 −2.6 −3.3 −3.1
105 mm (browsing) −1.7 −3.0 −2.4 −2.3 −3.6 −2.5
175 mm (plane) −1.7 −3.0 −2.5 −2.4 −3.5 −2.6
175 mm (browsing) −2.6 −3.8 −1.3 −3.1 −4.1 −1.8
antenna changes. This can lead to the antenna radiating more into directions that
are not covered by the hands, hence resulting in less absorption into the tissues. The
largest improvement in the performance occurs with the CCE#1 (off-ground) element
and 175 mm ground plane at 1920 MHz, in which case the improvement is 1.2 dB
compared to the planar case. The most detrimental effect of the bending in the hand
can be seen at 722 MHz in the case of CCE#2 (on-ground) with 175 mm ground plane.
This situation results in additional absorption of 0.7 dB.
One could expect that the effect of the hand absorption gets more severe with a
tighter bending radius, and less severe when a looser bending is applied. However,
as was mentioned earlier, the tightest bending cases with likely the most significant
problems caused by the bending are also the least practical ones. If, on the other
hand, the bending radius is further increased, the study eventually approaches that
of the performance of planar mobile terminals in the browsing mode (results for this
topic can be found in the literature, e.g., in [5,75]).
4.4 Capacitive coupling element structure bent in wrist mode
Due to the nature of the wrist mode, the parameters that are altered are different
from those used in the previous section for the browsing mode. The bending radius is
fixed and the length of the ground plane is altered. In this study, two main properties
are examined: firstly, how does bending the ground plane around the wrist affect
the ηtot (matched antenna elements) and secondly, how does the bending change the
Q (unmatched antenna elements). The study is performed using antenna elements
CCE#1 (off-ground) and CCE#2 (on-ground), as shown in Fig. 4.1.
For the case with the matched antenna elements, a two-element matching circuit
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is used. The component values and circuit topology are determined in the planar
case, and the same circuit is then used when the 30 mm bending radius is applied
(both with and without the presence of the hand). The component values used with
different antenna elements, ground plane lengths and frequencies are given in Tables
4.4–4.5 (component indices refer to their order as seen from the antenna element).
Table 4.4. Component values used to study the bending of the ground plane in the wrist mode. The
antenna element is CCE#1 (off-ground). The order of the components (1st and 2nd) refer to
their location in the two-element matching circuit as seen from the antenna element.)
CCE#1 (off-ground) CCE#1 (off-ground)
l 920 MHz 1920 MHz
[mm] 1st component 2nd component 1st component 2nd component
105 Lseries = 15.9 nH Lshunt = 4.7 nH Lshunt = 1.5 nH Cseries = 3.7 pF
115 Lseries = 16.1 nH Lshunt = 5.5 nH Cseries = 74.3 pF Lshunt = 1.9 nH
125 Lseries = 16.7 nH Lshunt = 5.7 nH Cseries = 48.5 pF Lshunt = 2.2 nH
135 Lseries = 17.4 nH Lshunt = 5.4 nH Lshunt = 2.0 nH Cseries = 6.3 pF
145 Lshunt = 41.5 nH Lseries = 44.4 nH Lshunt = 3.0 nH Lseries = 2.5 nH
155 Lshunt = 36.8 nH Lseries = 52.4 nH Lshunt = 1.7 nH Cseries = 2.1 pF
165 Lshunt = 16.1 nH Cseries = 0.5 pF Lshunt = 1.6 nH Cseries = 2.0 pF
175 Lshunt = 16.5 nH Cseries = 0.4 pF Lshunt = 1.5 nH Cseries = 2.5 pF
Table 4.5. Component values used to study the bending of the ground plane in the wrist mode. The
antenna element is CCE#2 (on-ground). The order of the components (1st and 2nd) refer to
their location in the two-element matching circuit as seen from the antenna element.
CCE#2 (on-ground) CCE#2 (on-ground)
l 920 MHz 1920 MHz
[mm] 1st component 2nd component 1st component 2nd component
105 Lshunt = 10.2 nH Lseries = 19.7 nH Cshunt = 4.8 pF Cseries = 3.2 pF
115 Lshunt = 11.1 nH Lseries = 17.9 nH Cshunt = 4.8 pF Cseries = 4.3 pF
125 Lshunt = 11.8 nH Lseries = 17.9 nH Lseries = 0.07 nH Cshunt = 4.7 pF
135 Lshunt = 12.1 nH Lseries = 19.5 nH Lseries = 0.2 nH Cshunt = 4.5 pF
145 Lshunt = 11.9 nH Lseries = 22.1 nH Lseries = 0.2 nH Cshunt = 4.8 pF
155 Lshunt = 11.3 nH Lseries = 25.9 nH Lseries = 0.1 nH Cshunt = 5.3 pF
165 Lseries = 5.9 nH Lshunt = 2.3 nH Lseries = 0.01 nH Cshunt = 5.8 pF
175 Lshunt = 6.5 nH Cseries = 0.9 pF Cshunt = 5.1 pF Cseries = 4.6 pF
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For these ground plane lengths with the 30 mm bending radius, the calculated
efficiencies for the CCE#1 (off-ground) and CCE#2 (on-ground) antenna elements are
shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, respectively. The index ”wrist fs” refers to the case in
which the correct bending radius is applied to the ground plane but the hand is not
present (free space case).
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Fig. 4.9. Calculated efficiency in the wrist mode for CCE#1 (off-ground) at a) 920 MHz and b) 1920
MHz frequency.
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Fig. 4.10. Calculated efficiency in the wrist mode for CCE#2 (on-ground) at a) 920 MHz and b) 1920
MHz frequency.
From the diagrams of Figs. 4.9–4.10 it can be seen that at the lower frequency, both
antenna elements show an increasing frequency detuning (meaning decreasing ηm)
in the free space case beyond 135 mm ground plane length. This effect is stronger
with the CCE#2 (on-ground) element. When looking at the same cases when the
hand is present, it is clear that the ηm is significantly improved. This improvement
is most likely due to an improved matching level at the 920 MHz frequency rather
than reduced frequency detuning. Studies on the effect of the user in conventional
mobile devices have shown that the properties of the human tissue (especially the
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permittivity) cause additional frequency shift and that the hand usually shifts the
resonance downwards [10, 55]. At the 1920 MHz frequency, changes in the ηm are
smaller than at 920 MHz.
The decreasing ηtot is mainly due to the absorption of the power into the hand (re-
duced ηrad). At the higher frequency, the frequency detuning is extremely small, both
in free space and when the hand is applied, with all lengths of the ground plane
and for both antenna elements considered. The reason for this is that at higher fre-
quencies, the contribution of the ground plane to the overall radiation performance
of the antenna structure reduces. Therefore, when the antenna element (which re-
mains largely unchanged in the bending) begins to act as the principal radiator, it is
expected that the difference in the ηm should be fairly small.
The cases in which the performance of the antenna is least affected by the bending
and the presence of the hand can be determined by looking at the ηtot. At the 920
MHz frequency, both antenna elements studied have the best ηtot with the 115–125
mm ground plane lengths, whereas at 1920 MHz, the best ηtot is with 125–135 mm
ground plane lengths. However, with the CCE#1 (off-ground) antenna element at
1920 MHz, the variation between the ηtot with the different ground plane sizes is
smaller than in the other three cases. This is most likely due to a smaller change in
the Qel for the CCE#1 (off-ground) element (see Fig. 4.11), especially if it is assumed
that the Qgp remains fairly unchanged.
In the case of Figs. 4.9–4.10, the antenna elements are matched, which means that
also the circuit topology used can have an effect on the results. For this reason, the
performance of the antenna structures is also observed through the calculated Qz, in
which no matching circuit is used. The effect of the ground plane length on the Qz in
the wrist mode is illustrated in Fig. 4.11 at 920 MHz and 1920 MHz frequencies. As
was the case in Figs. 4.9–4.10, the index ”wrist fs” refers to the bent case without the
hand (free space case). In the ”wrist fs” case, only the matching efficiency is shown.
This is due to the fact that the entire antenna structure is modelled as PEC, which
means that the radiation efficiency is 1 (0 dB). Therefore, the matching efficiency
can be used as a measure of the (total) efficiency of the antenna structure, as can be
concluded from Eq. (2.15), which can be written in dBs as ηtot [dB] = ηrad [dB]+ηm [dB].
From the curves of Fig. 4.11 it is possible to see that especially at 920 MHz, the
general behaviour of the Qz is fairly similar in the planar and ”wrist fs” cases (with
all ground plane lengths and both antenna elements). Because the ground planes
used are the same for both cases, the observable differences are likely caused by the
differences in the antenna elements and their Q. In principle, the overall Q has
a contribution from both the ground plane and the antenna element, as given by
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Fig. 4.11. Calculated Qz in the wrist mode at a) 920 MHz and b) 1920 MHz frequency.
1/Qtot ∝ 1/Qel + 1/Qgp, but for reasons to be discussed in Section 4.5.1, the two sides
of this expression are not equal. With a given ground plane length, the Qgp is the
same for both on- and off-ground positioned antenna elements.
The curves of Fig. 4.11 also show that in the planar case, the difference between
the Qz of the two antenna elements is larger with longer ground plane lengths at
920 MHz, and at 1920 MHz, this difference is larger with the shorter ground plane
lengths. At the lower frequency, the Qz of the CCE#1 (off-ground) element is larger
than that of the CCE#2 (on-ground) element, whereas at the higher frequency, the
behaviour is opposite. These observations, as well as the significantly larger variation
of the Qz at 920 MHz frequency, are all in agreement with the larger contribution of
the ground plane to the radiation at the lower frequencies.
When observing the behaviour of both antenna elements at 920 MHz, it can be seen
that the Qz has its minimum at around 145 mm ground plane length (the number of
ground plane lengths is too small so as to give an exact value). This region correspond
to that with the lowest radiation efficiency (as seen in Figs. 4.9–4.10). One of the
reasons behind this effect is the power that is absorbed into the hand and thus not
radiated (absorption loss due to conductivity), but also the changes in the operating
mode of the antenna structure (the antenna begins to operate more in the magnetic
mode rather than in the electric mode).
At the lower frequency, there is a sharp increase in the Qz with ground plane
lengths between 115 and 145 mm. The hand causes additional losses (seen as a
decrease in ηrad in Figs. 4.9–4.10), which according to, e.g., Eq. (2.5) should cause
a decrease in the Qz. However, the effect of the hand is twofold, due to the two key
parameters, namely conductivity and permittivity. The frequency detuning that may
be seen in the presence of the user is caused by the permittivity. In the case of the
bent structures, the sharp increase in Qz can be associated with the permittivity
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causing an increase in electric energy stored in the near field, which can be seen, e.g.,
as rotation of the impedance on the Smith chart. The increasing stored energy can
compensate for the increasing losses, and in some cases also exceed them, thereby
resulting in the increasing Qz seen in Fig. 4.11.
As was discussed in Section 2.2.2, the reactive energy stored in the near fields of
the antenna structure can be categorised into electric (capacitive) and magnetic (in-
ductive) energy. Of these two types of energy modes, the capacitive coupling ele-
ment antennas used in this work utilise mostly the electric one because its electric
dipole moment is considerably larger than the magnetic dipole moment. When the
ground plane is bent around the wrist, the energy stored in the non-radiating mag-
netic mode increases, thereby decreasing the radiation efficiency. With tighter bend-
ing, the shape of the antenna structure also resembles more and more that of a loop
antenna, in which the magnetic dipole moment dominates. A longer ground plane,
covers a larger section of the wrist, and hence also the contribution of the magnetic
mode increases.
4.5 Modelling of ground plane bending with equivalent circuit
The results presented in the previous sections show some of the effects that changing
the shape of the ground plane can have on the performance of the antenna elements.
So far, the results have offered an insight into what happens when the shape of the
ground plane is bent, and also some explanations as to what could be the reason
behind these changes. Of these two questions, the more interesting and important
one is why do the changes observed actually take place, i.e. what is the underlying
physics.
One way of attempting to further answer the second question is to use the resonator-
based equivalent circuit model discussed in Section 2.3 (see Fig. 2.5). In this model,
the series and parallel resonators model the antenna element and the different reso-
nant wavemodes of the ground plane, respectively, and they describe the performance
of the combined antenna and ground plane structure (in the unbent case). In order
to take into account the effects of the bending, the topology of the equivalent cir-
cuit for the planar case has to be suitably modified, either by changing the values of
individual components or by placing some additional components into the circuit.
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Fig. 4.12. Circuit topology for the equivalent circuit with the CCE monopole mode and the two lowest-
order ground plane wavemodes.
4.5.1 Equivalent circuit for the planar case
The starting point with the equivalent circuit is to decide the number of wavemodes
that are to be considered in the model. The number of wavemodes defines the number
of resonators in the circuit, and consequently also the frequency range in which the
model is valid. With a larger number of resonators, the complexity of the model
increases, but the equivalent circuit can also be used for a wider range of frequencies.
In this work, the purpose is to improve the understanding of the effects and changes
that are associated with the bending of the ground plane. As can be seen, e.g., in
Fig. 3.6, the most interesting changes are occurring below 3 GHz, and for this rea-
son, the frequency range to be covered with the circuit model is from 0.5 GHz to 3
GHz. This range can be achieved by using three resonators: one for the so-called
monopole mode of the coupling element, and individual resonators for the first and
second wavemodes, respectively, of the ground plane.
The basic circuit topology for the planar case is shown in Fig. 4.12, and it is
for the case of CCE#2 (on-ground) placed at the end of the 105 mm ground plane.
An on-ground element is chosen because the basic circuit topology shown in, e.g.,
Fig. 2.5 and [44] is valid at least for this element position. It is possible that the
monopole mode of an off-ground positioned antenna element requires slightly differ-
ent circuitry, or that it may be more challenging to determine the Qel in this case.
The component values for the resonators are derived based on the impedance of the
structure simulated using SEMCAD, as well as on the formulas for the Q of RLC
components given in Section 2.3.1.
The maximum Q0 of the CCE#2 (on-ground) antenna element was found with the
ground plane length of 20 mm (Qmm ≈ 72), and the resonant frequency of the monopole
mode is fr,mm = 1.54GHz. When the Q is the largest, the ground plane does not in
principle radiate at all (the source of the radiation is the antenna element), as was
discussed in Section 2.3.1. The resonant frequencies of the first and second order
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ground plane wavemodes are fr,c1 = 1.12GHz and fr,c2 = 2.37GHz, respectively. The
component values for the equivalent circuit in the planar case that are calculated
with Eqs. (2.17)–(2.19) are shown in Table 4.6.
The Qr of the ground plane wavemodes is needed to determine the component val-
ues for the corresponding resonators, and in order to obtain the correct values for the
50 x 105 mm2 ground plane, the associated eigenvalue problem based on the charac-
teristic wavemode theory would have to be solved. Even though the antenna element
and the ground plane have Q:s that can be determined separately, it is not possible
to obtain either Qel or Qgp from the expression 1/Qtot = 1/Qel + 1/Qgp which has a
form similar to, e.g., Eq. (2.11). This is due to the fact that this kind of relationship
cannot be used when the coupled resonators are different, as is the case with the
combined antenna element and ground plane structure. The reason is that the dif-
ferent (i.e. dissimilar) resonators have different resonant frequencies and amounts
of stored energy, which means that they cannot be reduced from Q = ωW/P type
expressions. Hence, the way to overcome this issue is to use the previously discussed
characteristic wavemode theory.
However, performing the calculations was not feasible in the time frame of this mas-
ter’s thesis, and so the initial components are calculated using Qr values reported
in [48] for a 40 x 100 mm2 ground plane (the actual values for the 50 x 105 mm2
ground plane are probably fairly close to those of [48]). The initial radiation resis-
tances are determined from the simulated resistance of the overall antenna struc-
ture, and their values are Rc1 = 7.3Ω and Rc2 = 6.5Ω, respectively, for the first and
second order wavemodes of the ground plane, respectively.
Table 4.6. Calculated component values used with the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4.12.
Wavemode L [nH] C [pF] R [Ω] fr [GHz] Q Other components
Monopole 4.5 2.38 0.6 1.54 72 Cp = 0.24 pF
Ground plane 1st order 1.25 16.1 7.3 1.12 2.3 n1 = 1
Ground plane 2nd order 0.17 27.3 6.5 2.37 3.0 n2 = 1
In order to improve the agreement between the simulated results and those given
by the circuit model, the component values had to be slightly tuned. This tuning
takes into account effects such as the small change in the resonant frequencies of the
ground plane wavemodes when the antenna element is also included in the struc-
ture [76]. However, the tuning does not change the basic circuit topology, and the
final component values used are given in Table 4.7. The resistance, reactance and
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reflection coefficient at the feed given by this circuit model are depicted in Fig. 4.13,
in which the results are also compared to those given by the simulations.
The results shown in Fig. 4.13 show that a good agreement between the simulation
results and the results given by the equivalent circuit can be obtained. At frequencies
above 2.5 GHz, the reflection coefficient results begin to show some more significant
deviation, the source of which is the difference between the simulated and modelled
reactance curves (the resistance is modelled with very good accuracy over the entire
frequency range).
Table 4.7. Final component values for the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4.12.
Wavemode L [nH] C [pF] R [Ω] fr [GHz] Q Other components
Monopole 4.5 2.38 0.6 1.54 72 Cp = 0.32 pF
Ground plane 1st order 0.85 25.7 12.3 1.08 N/A n1 = 0.82
Ground plane 2nd order 0.26 16.1 7.54 2.46 N/A n2 = 0.88
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Fig. 4.13. Comparison between the simulation results and those given by the equivalent circuit of Fig.
4.12: a) |S11| curves, and b) resistance and reactance.
4.5.2 Modelling of ground plane bending in free space
As can be seen, the circuit model that is derived for the planar case is able to provide
an accurate description of the impedance properties of the CCE structure (both for
resistance and reactance), as well as for the overall input reflection coefficient (|S11|).
Fig. 4.14 shows how the behaviour of the unmatched |S11| curve changes when a
bending radius of 20 mm is applied (see Fig. 4.2). Both a Cartesian plot and the
Smith chart view are shown. The 20 mm radius is chosen because with the 105 mm
ground plane length, it represents the most extreme bending case. It is therefore
possible to assume that the changes in the performance due to the bending are the
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largest in this case.
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Fig. 4.14. Changes in the |S11| curves when the bending radius of 20 mm is applied to the ground plane
of the CCE#2 (on-ground) structure.
The curves shown in Fig. 4.14 show that the bending causes changes in the reso-
nant frequencies and the matching level of the ground plane wavemodes, as well as
on the coupling to the wavemodes. On the Smith chart it can be seen that the cou-
pling to the first ground plane wavemode increases (the curve and the loop generated
shift closer to the centre of the Smith chart), and at the second order wavemode the
coupling also slightly increases (the curve is shifted closer to the centre).
In order to model the response of the bent structure, the circuit topology of Fig.
4.12 has to be suitably modified. The changes in the resonant frequencies can be
modelled by placing additional reactive elements (inductance and capacitance) to the
resonators of the ground plane wavemodes. Like all other components and parame-
ters in the equivalent circuit, also these components and their values have physical
meaning to justify their presence in the model. The coupling to the different wave-
modes can be altered through the winding ratio of the transformers. The additional
resistance placed in the resonator of the second ground plane wavemode helps to
reduce the overall radiation resistance of this wavemode because Rc2 is parallel to
Rc2,b.
Apart from the winding ratio of the transformers, the component values of the ba-
sic circuit topology for the planar case are kept the same. This approach enables a
more clear insight into the physical effects of the bending. One additional benefit is
that the changes to the circuit are easier to visualise. The component values of the
monopole mode are kept the same because the antenna element is not significantly
altered when bending the ground plane. With decreasing bending radius, the dis-
tance between the ground plane and the antenna element (just below the element)
actually begins to increase slightly due to the curvature of the ground plane. This
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slight increase results in a minor increase of the volume of the antenna, which can
cause a small decrease in the Qel. However, the effect of this change is most likely
very insignificant.
The modified circuit topology is shown in Fig. 4.15, and the additional or modified
component values are given in Table 4.8. A comparison between the response given
by this circuit and simulation results is shown in Fig. 4.16.
Cp
R fmm ( ) Lmm Cmm
n1,b
n2,bLc1
Cc1
Rc1 Rc2
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Cc2
CCEfeed
CCE monopole mode
Ground plane 2nd order
wavemode
Ground plane 1st order
wavemode
Lc1,b
Cc1,b
Lc2,b
Rc2,b
Fig. 4.15. Equivalent circuit model for the case in which the 20 mm bending radius is used. Additional
or modified components are identified with the subscript b.
Table 4.8. Component values for the additional or modified components in Fig. 4.12 that are introduced
in order to take into account the changes caused by the bending.
Wavemode Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Other components
Monopole – – – –
Ground plane 1st order Lc1,b = 0.56 nH Cc1,b = 24.9 pF – n1,b = 1.82
Ground plane 2nd order Lc2,b = 1.14 nH Rc2,b = 3.28 Ω – n2,b = 0.76
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Fig. 4.16. Comparison between the simulation results and those given by the equivalent circuit of Fig.
4.15: a) |S11| curves and b) resistance and reactance.
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As can be seen, the behaviour of the bent antenna structure can be modelled quite
accurately with the help of the additional resistive and reactive elements as well as
altered transformer winding ratios. The increasing resistance level as well as the dip
in the reactance at the first ground plane wavemode can be traced very accurately.
The slight differences that remain between the simulation and circuit model results
can partially be caused by the discrepancies in the initial seed values that were used.
Furthermore, it has been assumed in the circuit model that the Q of the ground plane
wavemodes is the same for both the planar and bent ground planes, which may in
reality not be the case. This assumption was made due to a lack of feasible methods
to validate this claim.
The circuit model that has been used in this section to model the effects of the
bending, including type, location and values of the additional components, has been
derived for a single bending case (20 mm bending radius, 105 mm ground plane).
With a different bending radius, the component values are bound to change, but the
circuit topology used in the modified case can be regarded as fairly general. In some
cases, it may be necessary to include additional capacitance and/or resistance into all
resonators of the ground plane wavemodes, but the physical interpretation of these
components is similar to the ones that have been analysed here.
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5. Summary and conclusions
In this master’s thesis, the performance of antennas in bendable mobile devices have
been studied. The two ground plane sizes (50 x 105 and 50 x 175 mm2) as well as the
type of antenna element (CCE, capacitive coupling element) that have been used are
typical for current mobile terminals, and may also find novel applications in future
devices. The two main objectives of this work are to firstly observe what kind of
changes can be seen in different quantities when the shape of the ground plane is no
longer planar. The second main objective is to understand why the different changes
take place.
The problem at hand is analysed using computer simulations and a resonator-based
equivalent circuit model. From the computer simulations (using both electromagnetic
and circuit simulators) it is clear that CCE antenna structures are most affected by
the bending around the resonant frequencies of the ground plane. Both the resonant
frequencies of and coupling to the ground plane wavemodes change when the bending
radius is varied. With the CCE, it is possible to observe the effect of the bending on
the individual wavemodes particularly when the non-resonant antenna element is
not matched to any particular frequency with an external matching circuit.
When the mobile terminal is bent in the presence of the hand, the bending reduces
the absorption of the power into the hands in some cases (in the so-called browsing
mode). This effect is caused by the changes in the current distributions of the ground
plane wavemodes when the bending is applied. In the wrist mode, certain antenna
elements and ground plane lengths cause an increase in the quality factor calculated
from the input impedance (Qz), even though the hand introduces additional losses
that should in principle reduce the Qz. The increase may be caused by additional
energy storage due to the properties of the hand. However, further studies on this
subject are still needed to better understand the actual mechanism behind this be-
haviour.
By using a resonator-based equivalent circuit model it is possible to obtain a better
physical understanding of the reasons behind the changes that take place when the
ground plane is bent. The different resonators in the model correspond to the individ-
ual resonant wavemodes of the ground plane, to which the CCE couples. The results
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from the equivalent circuit show that the bending changes the resonant frequencies
of the ground plane wavemodes as well as the coupling from the antenna element
to these wavemodes. Both these changes can be modelled with the circuit model by
using a proper circuit topology, including additional circuit elements and modified
component values.
Future work on the subject could include the study of different ground plane sizes
and improved modelling of the bent ground plane. Of the former, both smaller and
larger ground planes (in terms of both length and width) can be considered in order
to find dimensions that are the most (or least) sensitive to bending. From the results
obtained in this thesis, it is possible to assume that the antenna element remains
fairly unchanged in the bending. This means that a more accurate model of the effect
of the bending on the ground plane, e.g., through characteristic wavemode theory,
could provide further insight into the problem at hand. This modelling could also be
done in the presence of the user, in which case the equivalent circuit model based
approach may also provide an improved understanding to some of the phenomena
observed in this work when the hand is present.
As most of the results of this master’s thesis have been obtained using computer
simulations, the future work on this subject also includes the validation of the sim-
ulated results by means of measurements. These measurements can be performed
both in free space and in the presence of the user.
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Appendix A: Comparison of simulated and
measured results
The reflection coefficients obtained using the different simulation software (SEM-
CAD, CST, HFSS) as well as with measurements using a VNA (Vector Network Anal-
yser) are shown in the figures below. Altogether six different cases are considered,
and also brief comments on the possible differences between simulation and measure-
ment results are provided. All results are given for the case of unmatched antenna
elements, which means that no matching circuit is applied.
In Figs. A.1–A.3, the comparison between simulations and measurements is shown
in the case of the 105 mm ground plane. The curves of Fig. A.1 show that the general
agreement between the measurements and the results given by the different simu-
lation software is fairly good. In Fig. A.2, the agreement between simulations and
SEMCAD is good up to 1.5 GHz, and above 1.8 GHz, the different simulation soft-
ware provide very similar behaviour. The differences between the simulations may
be caused by the slightly different simulation model, and in the measurement case,
the properties of the materials around which the antennas are bent can cause some
difference.
The measurement result of Fig. A.3 shows a standing wave above 1.3 GHz. The
difference between simulated and measured results is most likely caused by the way
in which the ground plane is bent. The copper sheet used is fairly rigid, meaning
that obtaining a tight bending over the entire ground plane length is challenging
(particularly challenging is the end in which the off-ground element is located). In
the simulation models, the ground plane was bent along its entire length.
The curves of Figs. A.4–A.6 present the comparison between simulation and mea-
surement results in the case of the 175 mm ground plane. In all three cases, the
measured results have a slight offset towards higher frequencies above 1.5 GHz (res-
onant frequencies of the ground plane, general behaviour etc.). The offset is also
present in the planar case, which means that the difference can be traced back to the
measured prototype. Additional measurements performed for the planar case (see
Fig. A.4) illustrate that the source of the difference is the location and tapping point
of the coaxial feed cable.
With the 105 mm ground plane, the best location for the cable is known to be from
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Fig. A.1. Comparison between measured and simulated |S11| for the 105 mm ground plane with no
bending.
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Fig. A.2. Comparison between measured and simulated |S11| for the 105 mm ground plane when 73.5
mm bending radius is applied.
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Fig. A.3. Comparison between measured and simulated |S11| for the 105 mm ground plane when 31.5
mm bending radius is applied.
the centre of the broad side of the ground plane, but the wavemodes of the 175 mm
ground plane can be such that feeding cable should be brought to the ground plane
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in a different way. The curves of Fig. A.4 show that by changing the positioning of
the cable, the resonance seen in the simulations around 1.45 GHz can be observed.
However, the general shape of the measured curves is in fairly good agreement with
the simulated ones.
For both ground plane lengths, some ripple can be seen in the measured curves.
The source of this uncertainty can be the cables and especially their connectors that
experience quite a lot of strain and tension especially when the tightest bending cases
are measured. In all measurements, a calibration cable (whose length equals that of
the feeding cable of the prototypes) was used to obtain correct phase on the Smith
chart at the feeding position for the measurements as compared with the simulations.
The effect of the calibration cable cannot be seen in the Cartesian |S11| curves, though.
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Fig. A.4. Comparison between measured and simulated |S11| for the 175 mm ground plane with no
bending.
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Fig. A.5. Comparison between measured and simulated |S11| for the 175 mm ground plane when 73.5
mm bending radius is applied.
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Fig. A.6. Comparison between measured and simulated |S11| for the 105 mm ground plane when 31.5
mm bending radius is applied.
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Appendix B: Simulated unmatched reflection
coefficients
The unmatched reflection coefficients obtained with the different bending radii for
the two ground plane lengths and antenna cases studied are illustrated in this Ap-
pendix. The results show that as the bending radius increases, the unmatched re-
flection coefficient gradually converges to that of the planar, unbent case. The black
dashed line in all of Figs. B.1–B.6 corresponds to the reflection coefficient of the pla-
nar case.
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Fig. B.1. Unmatched reflection coefficient for CCE#1 (off-ground). Ground plane length is 105 mm.
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Fig. B.2. Unmatched reflection coefficient for CCE#1 (on-ground). Ground plane length is 105 mm.
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Fig. B.3. Unmatched reflection coefficient for CCE#1 (on-ground). Ground plane length is 105 mm.
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Fig. B.4. Unmatched reflection coefficient for CCE#1 (off-ground). Ground plane length is 175 mm.
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Fig. B.5. Unmatched reflection coefficient for CCE#1 (on-ground). Ground plane length is 175 mm.
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Fig. B.6. Unmatched reflection coefficient for CCE#1 (on-ground). Ground plane length is 175 mm.
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